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ENJOY GROHE 
EvEry day

Visionary and innovative, GROHE products are 
designed to last a lifetime – investment pieces, 
conceived to deliver the perfect balance of quality, 
technology and design. High-quality materials and 
the latest manufacturing processes are combined  
with industry-leading technologies to ensure years 
of reliable performance.

GROHE is in a rare position of being able to offer products for all water draw-off points in the  
bathroom. With so many designs to choose from our bathroom faucet ranges consists 
of three style groups: Cosmopolitan, Timeless and Authentic – each with a distinct 
look and characteristic. An extensive portfolio of showering solutions, bathroom accessories  
and flush actuation plates complements our faucet collections – enabling you to create  
a cohesive design scheme in your bathroom.

GROHE continues to invest heavily in the development of new designs and revolutionary 
technologies that bring tangible benefits to the consumer. Our products continue to win 
numerous international design awards and benefit from unmatched technologies such  
as GROHE SilkMove®, GROHE DreamSpray® and GROHE TurboStat®. From the first design 
concept to the delivery of the end product, sustainability is a primary consideration.  
Sustainability considerations affect all areas of our business including: quality, technology, 
research and development, production and our social responsibility.

Water scarcity is a global concern. Provision for water and energy saving functions is crucial 
to enable reduced usage of resources by consumers. GROHE WaterCare® technology enables 
you to derive maximum enjoyment from our faucets, showers and sanitary products, while 
reducing your consumption of natural resources.             

A new bathroom is an investment. With GROHE you can rely on our products to deliver lasting 
value for years to come.

David J. Haines
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Small spaces
Even the smallest of bathrooms  
can benefit from GROHE technology. 
A number of our faucet lines are 
designed specifically for small sinks, 
while our shower systems can be 
fitted into the tightest of corners.

Bathroom living
Bathrooms are evolving and fast 
becoming living spaces in their  
own right. Open-plan sleeping  
and bathing spaces – whereby  
the bedroom and master bath are 
combined – are the norm in modern 
city apartments. In a situation like 
this, GROHE Whisper® technology 
comes into its own.

Personal home spa
Advanced GROHE technology 
and directional designs means that 
you can bring the spa experience 
into your own home. Imagine taking 
a shower under an extra-wide 
Rainshower® surrounded by body 
sprays and then stepping into a 
deep bath filled to the temperature 
of your choosing. With GROHE you 
really can have it all.

Designing your new bathroom has never been more exciting. It’s a unique opportunity to create your 
own personal oasis – a place to retreat to after a hard day’s work, to relax and unwind and let the 
restorative benefits of water wash all your stresses away. 

Trendy boutique hotels have opened our eyes to the wealth of products available and how clever 
use of materials, sanitaryware and faucets can transform a functional space into something really 
spectacular, while destination spas have encouraged us to take time out and experience the pleasures 
of hydrotherapy. The bathroom is now a place for rejuvenation and relaxation and a real pampering 
zone. Whether it’s a quick energizing shower first thing in the morning or a long, lingering candlelit soak 
before bed, our extensive range of faucets, showers and accessories will let you create the bathroom 
of your dreams. By combining superior technology with a choice of breathtaking designs, GROHE can 
provide you with all the elements to enhance your bathing space. 

Good planning and design will result in a space that is both efficient and a joy to use. Books, magazines 
and, of course, this brochure are all great sources of inspiration and will help you build a picture of how 
you want your space to look and perform. Visit our website for additional product information, planning 
and installation solutions. And don’t forget the other elements that will enhance your time spent 
bathing. Install dimmable lighting, a music system and perhaps even an armchair; 
these additions will all help make your bathroom a personal wellness centre. 

Design is in the details – so why not choose the faucets first! Faucets, bath fillers and showers are  
not only the hardest working pieces of bathroom equipment; they’re the most exciting too. Our faucet 
collection features numerous design styles, from ultramodern shapes to timeless classics. Take a look 
through these pages and you’re sure to find a faucet to match your bathroom scheme. Then turn  
to our shower section where you’ll find our extensive range of feature-packed showering solutions.

CREATING 
BLISSFUL SPaCES 

Large or small, open plan or intimate, GROHE has a solution for all your bathroom requirements
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TAkE  
REspONsIbIlITY 
wIllINGlY.
ENJOy WaTEr
SUSTaINaBLy

GROHE WaterCare™

In this day and age, would anyone still allow gallons of unused water to mindlessly pour down  
the drain while brushing their teeth? Today, our awareness of the precious nature of this  
element is much too great.

Only three percent of the Earth’s water is drinkable. For GROHE, the conscious, economical 
use of energy and resources is not just a challenge but also a great pleasure. That’s why  
we channel all of our inventive spirit into masterminding sustainable systems. For example, 
with our GROHE WaterCare kitchen and bath faucets and shower products, you can reduce 
your water consumption by up to 30%. 

To further enhance GROHE environmental responsibility, all GROHE bath faucets have 
transitioned to a water conserving 1.5 gallons per minute.
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pEOplE wHO 
CHANGE THE  
wORlD THROUGH 
dESIGN

“For many years the company’s top management has demonstrated its
commitment to excellent design and provided Paul Flowers with the support
he needs to come up with innovative, surprising and aesthetic solutions and
to bring outstanding products to the market time and again.” 

Prof. Dr. Peter Zec, CEO “of the red dot design award“

Paul Flowers 
Senior Vice President Design

In June 2011, it was announced that Paul Flowers and the GROHE Design Team had been selected to 
receive the highest accolade in the field of product design – the red dot ‘design team of the year’ 2011. 
Recognised globally as a mark of distinction, GROHE is the first company in the plumbing industry
to be honored with the award since its introduction in 1988.

The award is presented annually to “international design teams which continuously produce innovative 
work.” And with the list of previous recipients reading like a veritable who’s who in the world of design, 
GROHE is in good company: Apple, Bose, Mercedes-Benz, Siemens and Sony are just a few of the big
names to have won the award.
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pEOplE wHO 
CHANGE THE  
wORlD THROUGH 
dESIGN

Since his appointment in 2005, Paul Flowers has led the GROHE in-house design team to phenomenal 
success. Rather than outsourcing to ‘celebrity’ designers, we have chosen to invest in creating a world-
class design team of our own – an international mix of industry specialists whose understanding of
the market is second to none.

The presentation of a red dot ‘best of the best’ award for GROHE Ondus® in 2007 was the first hint 
to the industry that design was now a fundamental brand pillar, in addition to quality, technology and 
sustainability. The total red dot award count now stands at an impressive 15 – including three further
‘best of the best’ awards for GROHE Ondus® Digitecture (2009), the Rainshower® Icon hand shower 
(2010) and the new Digital Controller (2011).

This commitment to producing the most relevant and inspiring designs in the plumbing industry has also 
resulted in GROHE advancing 104 places in the annual iF company ranking – the biggest gain in this 
classification, while awards from the USA, UK, China and Japan illustrate the international appeal of 
our portfolio.

But perhaps one of the most significant shifts to have occurred in the last five years is the way in which 
creativity has been used not only to develop products that add value, but also as a catalyst to change 
the entire culture of the company.



plEAsE, plEAsE  
DO TOUCH!  
ENJOy  
TECHNOLOGy 

GROHE SilkMove®
Our unique faucet cartridges are manufactured in 
GROHE factories from an advanced ceramic alloy 
and coated with a special Teflon lubricant for near 
friction-free operation. As a result, GROHE SilkMove® 
technology ensures a lifetime of maintenance-free 
comfort and reliability. Beyond easy one-finger 
control, however, GROHE cartridges also feature an 
extra wide operating angle, or “comfort zone,” which 
means that precise temperature adjustment from 
hot to warm to cold is an effortless, gradual and safe 
process.

GROHE StarLight®
Our dazzling chrome finish is in a class of its 
own thanks to the pioneering GROHE StarLight® 
technology. Our chrome plating process, refined over 
the past several decades, creates deep even layers 
of nickel and chromium. GROHE polished chrome 
is known as one of the best surface finishes in the 
world. The result is a lustrous, mirror-like sheen that 
is soil repellent, scratch resistant, and non-tarnishing. 
GROHE StarLight® ensures a color-fast, good-as-new 
appearance for years to come.
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GROHE DreamSpray®
GROHE DreamSpray® technology is at the heart of all 
our showers. These advanced shower engines feature 
multiple single parts to efficiently distribute an equal 
flow of water to every single nozzle. The result is a 
showering experience that is second to none.

GROHE turboStat®  

GROHE TurboStat® technology enables GROHE 
thermostat valves to deliver near instantaneous, 
precise temperature control for the highest level of 
convenience, comfort and safety available today 
for your shower or bath. By installing a GROHE 
thermostat you can be sure of a safe and enjoyable 
showering experience, despite fluctuations or 
disruptions to the water system in your home. This 
is especially important when children, elderly people, 
or physically impaired people are involved.

GROHE cooltouch®
With GROHE CoolTouch® technology there is no risk 
of scalding from a hot chrome surface. Our showers 
and exposed thermostats feature an innovative 
cooling channel, creating a barrier between the hot 
water and the outer surface, so it never exceeds the 
temperature of the shower water.

GROHE Whisper®
GROHE Whisper®technology ensures that there is 
no irritating noise or water hammering, You won’t 
hear anything but the water hitting the bottom of 
the sink. All GROHE fittings are tested by German 
Industry Norm (DIN 4109 and 52218) and qualify for 
the lowest noise group.



At GROHE’s life testing laboratories in the Black Forest, our products are put through 
their paces and shown no mercy. Here, our faucets, showers and thermostats and all the 
components that go into them have to endure the simulated effects of 20 years’ daily use 
– with especially hard water. That we outperform our own as well as international quality 
standards in the process pays dividends – and it shows. GROHE quality goes well beyond 
a faucet's normal life cycle and, should a certain product be discontinued, replacement  
parts remain available for a minimum of ten years. 

Also, in independent tests overseen by rigorous juries, our faucets, showers and thermostats 
sparkle. In a durability test conducted by German testing and inspection services provider 
TÜV SÜD, GROHE’s Eurodisc won against nine other prestigious competitors due to 
GROHE SilkMove® technology that ensures incomparably smooth and easy operation…  
a technology incorporated into all of our single handle faucets.

In a survey by LGA Qualitest GmbH, our Grohtherm thermostats took first place among 
17 thermostats from European manufacturers. Thanks to GROHE TurboStat® and 
GROHE CoolTouch®, our Grohtherm 3000 even came out overall winner with top scores 
in four categories. And since we ourselves are very proud of our achievement, we’d also 
like to mention that the GROHE plant at Hemer, Germany, was among the winners of the 
“Die beste Fabrik” (“Best Factory”) competition organized by leading business magazine 
WirtschaftsWoche – for production and logistics, for customer focus and innovation.

GROw OlD 
TOGETHER.
ENJOy 
QUaLITy
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Refined and honest, Cosmopolitan faucets are a meticulous 
balance of design and functionality.  Influenced by modern 
architecture and Bauhaus aesthetics, they fuse bold geometric 
shapes with advanced engineering.

CosmoPoLITAN 
DESIGN
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GROHE AlluRE

GROHE 

Ondus® diGitAl

GROHE tEnsO®
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18 22
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GROHE Ondus® GROHE Ondus® VERis
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GROHE EuROCuBE®

36

GROHE EssEnCE®

GROHE 

COnCEttO® nEw
GROHE EuROdisC®

COsmOpOlitAn

424038

GROHE EuROstylE™

COsmOpOlitAn

GROHE EuROsmARt®

COsmOpOlitAn GROHE BAulOOp®

484644



GRoHE 
ONDuS® DIGITAL

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight®
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A revolution is taking place in the bathroom – a digital revolution. Our award-winning 
GROHE Ondus® line of digital faucets and showers brings a new level of user comfort 
to the luxury bath.  Digital interfaces invite interaction and offer personalized water 
enjoyment with a tap of your finger. It's digital with a purpose: to make your bath 
experience easier, more inviting and more enjoyable.

"His" and "hers" preset icons on the display let you create personalized bath                                                                                                                                             
scenarios.  The two presets can be programmed with up to seven distinct bathing 
experiences – each with a different flow rate, temperature and duration.

000
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

KS0
Velvet Black

LS0
Moon White



36 086 1 
Lavatory centerset 
with wireless remote
1 hole
1.6 gpm

36 085 1 
Digital lavatory centerset
1 hole
1.6 gpm

Sculptural forms that entice the eye and state-of-the-art digital technology for unbeatable precision, 
GROHE Ondus® Digital lets you create your perfect water experience over and over again.  The same 
temperature, the same pressure – or personalized water à la carte.

In every other room in the home, digital technology takes precedence, so why not in your bathroom 
too?  GROHE Ondus® Digital – convenience and comfort like never before.

GRoHE 
ONDuS® DIGITAL

GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat® GROHE CoolTouch® GROHE DreamSpray®
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45 983 
Remote controller
for 36 085 or 36 054
KS0, LS0 only

36 084 1 
Lavatory centerset 
with wireless remote
1 hole

36 087 
Deck mount vessel 
with wireless remote
1 hole

36 057 1 
Floorstanding Digital  a  b  c  d  e  f

Roman Tub Filler 
with hand shower* 3

27 198 
Digital AquaFountain  a  b  c  d  e  f

with hand shower* 4

36 056 
Digital deck mount Roman tub filler
with hand shower* 2

36 059 
Digital bath/shower operating panel

36 054 
Wall mount vessel trim
with wireless remote 1

1 hole

* To be installed in accordance with local
 plumbing codes.

1Requires concealed control valve 36 070 and 
 installation kit 36 075 sold separately.

2Requires concealed thermostat unit 36 072 and 
 installation kit 36 068 sold separately.

3Requires concealed thermostat unit 36 072 and 
 installation kit 36 073 sold separately.

4Requires concealed thermostat unit 36 072 and 
 installation kit 36 077 sold separately.

fedcba



GRoHE 
ONDuS®

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight®
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Radiating simplicity and purity, the seductive form of GROHE Ondus® offers an 
alternative to its digital sibling.  Featuring the same dramatic sweeping spout, the digital 
interfaces are replaced by discreet handles which seamlessly flow from their cylindrical 
bases.

Arcing like the crest of a wave, th dramatic form of GROHE Ondus® embraces the 
GROHE Sensual Minimalism philosophy.  Its soft profile and perfect ergonomics are 
enhanced by a choice of luxurious surface finishes like Moon White and rich Velvet Black.

With GROHE Ondus® we anticipate your desires and give you the opportunity to create 
your own private sanctuary.  Because your bathroom is the one place you should feel 
free to express yourself.



GRoHE 
ONDuS®

27 204 1 
GROHE Ondus Rainshower 
shower head

19 438 1 
Thermostat trim 2

1 hole
(see GROHE Ondus® Veris for 
matching volume control trim)

31 073 1 
Lavatory wideset  a  b

1.6 gpm

31 049 1 
Wall mount vessel trim 1

1.6 gpm

31 050 1 
Wideset bidet*

40 390 000
Glass cup
(requires 40 376 holder)
satin glass

38 7661 
Actuation plate 
for Rapid SL

40 389 
Soap/lotion dispenser
(requires 40 376 holder)

13 214 1 
Tub spout

19 437 1 
Integrated shower 
thermostat trim 3

31 053 1 
Roman tub filler*
1 hole

40 391 000 
Soap dish 
(requires 40 376 holder)
satin glass

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE DreamSpray®GROHE TurboStat® GROHE CoolTouch®
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40 376 
Wall mount holder
for 40 389, 40 390, or 40 391

40 381 
22" towel ring

40 379 
9" towel ring

40 378
Robe hook

40 388
Champagne bucket

40 387
Freestanding robe stand

40 377 
Paper holder

40 380
Toilet brush set

* To be installed in accordance with local
 plumbing codes.

1Trim requires vessel rough-in 29 031
 sold separately.

2Trim requires a 34 331 (1/2”) or 34 397 (3/4”)
 Grohtherm® rough-in valve sold separately.

3 Trim requires a 34 126 (1/2”) Integrated
 Grohtherm® rough-in valve sold separately.

000
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

LS0
Moon White

KS0
Velvet Black
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Sleek, sensual, and inspiring, the Ondus Veris collection effortlessly merges style with function in a
flawless execution of the GROHE design concept of Sensual Minimalism. By adding emotional value
to simplicity of form, this fresh take on modern design transforms minimalism into a smooth, fluid
experience that subtly invites human interaction.

The Ondus Veris collection leaves nothing to be desired. Its ribbon-style spout (optimally set at 
seven degrees) blends into a cylindrical body for a flowing transition that effortless merges with 
Ondus Veris’ signature lozenge-shaped lever to create a truly unique profile. Available as the 
lozenge single lever faucet or as a two-handle faucet, Ondus Veris offers a full range of 
eye-catching bath products to inspire the imagination. All products feature solid metal handles 
or levers; are available in the brilliant, GROHE StarLight® chrome finish; and incorporate flawless 
GROHE SilkMove® technology for long lasting, silky smooth operation.

GRoHE 
ONDuS® VErIS

Lavatory centerset
32 185 000

Finish
Chrome

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE WaterCare™
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23 066  a 
Lavatory centerset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm 
 

19 343  a 
Wall mount vessel trim1 

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

20 183  a 
Wall mount vessel trim2 
(chrome only)

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

a

000
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

KS0  
Velvet Black

LS0 
Moon White

20 182  a 
Lavatory wideset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm 

32 185  a1 
Lavatory centerset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm 
 

32 192  a 
Deck mount vessel 
(chrome only)

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm
   

1Trim requires vessel rough-in valve 32 641 sold separately.

2Trim requires vessel rough-in valve 29 031 sold separately.



32 194 
Centerset bidet
 

19 363 000 1 
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower*
(chrome only)

32 225 001  a 
Floorstanding tub filler7

(chrome only)

13 245 000 1 
Floorstanding tub spout7

(chrome only)

19 374 000 1 
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower*     
(chrome only)
 

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE DreamSpray®GROHE TurboStat® GROHE CoolTouch®

GRoHE 
ONDuS® VErIS
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a

19 368 
Pressure balance valve trim1 
  

19 353 1 
Pressure balance diverter valve trim2 
  

19 440 1 
5-port diverter valve trim3 
  

19 366 000 + 19 439 1 
Thermostat trim4 + volume control trim5

(for velvet black thermostat trim, order 114789,
for moon white thermostat trim, order 114790)

13 243 1 
Tub spout

27 197
Wall union
 

27 188 1 
Wall mount hand shower holder

27 185 1 
Hand shower 
 

* To be installed in accordance with local plumbing codes.

1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 35 016 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve with built-in diverter sold separately.

3 Trim requires a 29 035 (5-port) diverter/transfer rough-in valve
  sold separately.

4 Trim requires a 34 331 (1/2”) or 34 397 (3/4”) Grohtherm®
 rough-in valve sold separately.

5 Trim requires a 29 034 (1/2”) volume control rough-in valve 
 sold separately.

6 Requires rough-in set 29 038 sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



Purists will love the pared-down lines and open rectangular spout of GROHE Allure, delivering 
natural water experience - a pristine sensual experience. It is original and authentic, offering two 
different handle styles: a simple lever on the lavatory centerset, vessel trim and 3-hole Roman 
tub filler, and an elegant three-spoke design on the wideset lavatory and 5-hole Roman Tub Filler. 
Its unspoiled design is matched by two unique GROHE technologies: GROHE SilkMove®, for 
unbeatable smooth performance, and GROHE StarLight® for an intense shine. It is a covetable 
combination of craftsmanship and pristine style - a truly alluring product.

GRoHE 
ALLurE

Lavatory centerset
32 128 000

Finish
Chrome

Matching accessories
see page 86

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat® GROHE WaterCare™



20 191 000 
Lavatory wideset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

23 077 000  a  b 
Lavatory centerset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 387 000
Wall mount vessel trim1

811/16" spout

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm
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ba

20 148 000 
Lavatory wideset 

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

32 128 000  a  b 
Lavatory centerset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 305 000 + 19 423 000 1 
Thermostat trim2 + volume control trim3

19 300 000
Wall mount vessel trim1

63/4" spout

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 385 000 1 
 Volume control trim4 

1Trim requires vessel rough-in valve 33 780, sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 34 331 (1/2”) or 34 397 (3/4”) Grohtherm®
 rough-in valve sold separately.

3 Trim requires a 29 273 or 29 034 (1/2”) or 29 274 (3/4")
 volume control rough-in valve sold separately.

4 Trim requires a 29 034 (1/2”) volume control rough-in valve
 sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



32 755 001 
Floorstanding tub filler5

13 218 000 1 
Floorstanding tub spout5

25 097 000 000 
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower*

GRoHE ALLuRE

19 302 000 1 
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower* 

25 083 000 1 
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower*
 

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat®



19 591 000 1 
5-port diverter valve trim4
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19 431 000 
Pressure balance valve trim2

19 376 000 
Pressure balance diverter valve trim1 

19 490 000 
Pressure balance diverter valve trim1

19 375 000 
Pressure balance valve trim2  

13 265 000
Tub spout

19 304 000 1 
Integrated shower thermostat trim3  

* To be installed in accordance with local plumbing codes.

1 Trim requires a 35 016 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve with built-in diverter sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve sold separately.

3 Trim requires a 34 126 (1/2”) Integrated Grohtherm®
 rough-in valve sold separately.

4 Trim requires a 29 035 (5-port) diverter/transfer rough-in valve
  sold separately.

5 Requires rough-in set 29 038 sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



Unconventionally modern without a hint of trendy, Tenso makes a clear statement of creative 
individuality. The Tenso design offers an exciting reinterpretation of the cylinder as a basic form. 
Interpreting spout and handle as parallel cylindrical curves, Tenso creates the kinetic effect of 
concentric circles. Tenso features GROHE SilkMove® technology for long lasting silky smooth 
operation and lustrous GROHE StarLight® chrome finishing technology. The Tenso line includes 
a tall 13” deck mount vessel faucet in addition to the standard centerset lavatory style, pressure 
balance valve trim, and matching bath accessories. So if you crave high style coupled with a chic 
idiosyncratic touch, head for the unusual and beautiful Tenso – the perfect personal expression. 

GRoHE 
TENSO®

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE WaterCare™

Lavatory centerset
32 924 000

Finish
Chrome

Matching accessories
see page 87
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19 293 
Wall mount vessel trim1

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

32 425 
Deck mount vessel  

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 150 
Pressure balance valve trim2   

19 493 
Pressure balance diverter valve trim3 

13 144 
7" Tub spout 

32 924 
Lavatory centerset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm 

000
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

EN0 
Brushed Nickel InfinityFinish™

1 Trim requires a 33 780 wall mount vessel rough-in valve
 sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve sold separately.

3 Trim requires a 35 016 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve with built-in diverter sold separately.

 For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



For a sharp, tailored look in your bathroom choose Eurocube. Here is a design so cleverly
engineered that we are able to offer three distinct faucets, tub filler, tub spouts, shower arm and 
shower valves… all featuring true square design. 

The minimalist Eurocube faucet spout features a chamfered underside which positions the 
aerator at the optimum angle to ensure a perfect water flow directed to the center of the bowl.  
For superior ergonomics, the handle lever rises at a seven-degree angle, a signature element for 
GROHE designs. The handle is accentuated by an eye-catching cut-out which makes the faucet 
appear less rigid and open, lightening and softening its overall appearance. Having truly 
maximised the creative potential of square and cubic shapes, GROHE has created a design that 
is not expected in the market at this attractive price point.

GRoHE  
EurOCuBE®

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE WaterCare™

Lavatory wideset
20 370 000

Finish
Chrome

accessories
see page 89



NEWNEW

23 129 000 
Lavatory centerset
23 133 000 
Lavatory centerset, less drain

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

23 184 000 
Lavatory centerset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

NEW

NEW
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NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEWNEW

19 897 000 
Roman tub filler 

35 027 000 
Shower/tub combination
pressure balance valve trim1

20 370 000 
Lavatory wideset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 910 000 
Volume control trim2

19 899 000 
Pressure balance valve trim1

13 305 000 
6 11/16" tub spout

27 710 000 
11 1/4" shower arm

13 307 000 
6 11/16" diverter tub spout

* To be installed in accordance with local
 plumbing codes.

1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure 
 balance rough-in valve sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 29 273 (1/2”), or 29 274 (3/4”) 
 volume control rough-in valve sold separately.

23 148 000 
Shower combination
pressure balance valve trim1

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



If you're searching for a cool, crisp look then Essence is the faucet for you. Its glistening chrome 
finish – due to Grohe StarLight® technology – enhances its clean, minimalist shape and pure 
design, while Grohe SilkMove® gives you a faucet that is technically advanced. Essence is a 
stylish faucet that will endure long after passing trends fall by the wayside. Indeed, Essence is a 
faucet for life.

GRoHE 
ESSENCE®

Lavatory centerset
32 137 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE WaterCare™
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NEW

NEW

32 232 
Roman tub filler 
with personal hand shower*

19 494 
Pressure balance diverter 
valve trim2

000
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

EN0 
Brushed Nickel InfinityFinish™

* To be installed in accordance with local
 plumbing codes.

1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure 
 balance rough-in valve sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 35 016 Grohsafe® pressure 
 balance rough-in valve with built-in diverter
 sold separately.

20 297 
Lavatory wideset 

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

32 216 
Lavatory centerset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 578 
Roman tub filler 
with personal hand shower*

32 137 
Lavatory centerset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 347 
Pressure balance valve trim1

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



Uncompromisingly cosmopolitan in its approach, the dynamic and confident profile of Concetto 
New makes it the perfect choice for the modern bathroom. Cylindrical forms in varying dimensions 
unite to create an individual aesthetic, while chamfered edges provide refined detailing across the 
entire line.  Concetto New is an unbeatable blend of design and performance for budget-minded 
projects. It's also packed with all of our latest technologies including GROHE SilkMove® for 
precise handling and GROHE StarLight® for a radiant, brilliant shine. Youthful, fresh and dynamic, 
its dynamic and clean design creates a fresh, modern look that will add a contemporary touch to 
your bath.

GRoHE 
CONCETTO® NEw

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE WaterCare™

Lavatory wideset
20 217 001

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 88



NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEWNEWNEW

NEW NEW
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13 275  a 
6 11/16" diverter tub spout

34 273  a 
Roman tub filler 

35 009  a 
Shower/tub combination
pressure balance valve trim1

19 457  a 
Pressure balance valve trim1

20 217  a 
Lavatory wideset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

34 270  a 
Lavatory centerset
34 271 
Lavatory centerset, less drain

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

13 274  a 
6 11/16" tub spout

001
StarLight® Chrome

EN1 
Brushed Nickel

* To be installed in accordance with local
 plumbing codes.

1Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure 
 balance rough-in valve sold separately.

32 138  a 
Lavatory centerset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 576  a 
Roman tub filler 
with personal hand shower*

35 010  a 
Shower combination
pressure balance valve trim1

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW

�������
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a



With its crisp profile and choice of faucet styles, Eurodisc Cosmopolitan ensures advanced 
performance for the most design-conscious consumers. Look closer and you will appreciate the finer 
details – a forward-leaning body to entice interaction and perfectly chamfered edges. Naturally, the 
collection benefits from two leading GROHE technologies: GROHE SilkMove® for smooth and precise 
handling, and GROHE StarLight® for a deep, luxurious chrome finish.

GRoHE 
EurODISC® COSmOpOLITAN

Lavatory wideset
20 215 002

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE WaterCare™



20 215 002  a 
Lavatory wideset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 574 002  a 
Roman tub filler 
with personal hand shower*

19 068 002  a 
Pressure balance valve trim1

35 007 002  a 
Shower/tub combination
pressure balance valve trim1

13 283 002  a 
6 11/16" diverter tub spout

13 282 002  a 
6 11/16" tub spout

33 413 002  a 
Lavatory centerset
32 302 002 
Lavatory centerset, less drain

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

35 008 002  a 
Shower combination
pressure balance valve trim1
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* To be installed in accordance with local plumbing codes.

1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW

a



Featuring a distinctive keyhole-shaped lever handle pitched at the inviting angle of seven degrees, 
Eurostyle Cosmopolitan offers a unique design proposal for the modern bathroom. Utilizing an astute 
mix of simple curves and flowing forms, the collection benefits from GROHE SilkMove® technology to 
ensure handling of your bathroom faucets is always a smooth, precise and comfortable experience…
even after years of daily use. 

GRoHE 
EurOSTyLE™ COSmOpOLITAN

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE WaterCare™

Lavatory centerset
20 209 002

Finish
Chrome

accessories
see page 88
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NEW

NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW

23 048 002
Roman tub filler 
with personal hand shower*

19 572 002 
Pressure balance valve trim1

35 025 002 
Shower/tub combination
pressure balance valve trim1

13 285 002 
6 11/16" diverter tub spout

13 284 002 
6 11/16" tub spout

20 209 002 
Lavatory wideset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

23 036 002 
Lavatory centerset
23 042 002 
Lavatory centerset, less drain

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

35 023 002 
Shower combination
pressure balance valve trim1

* To be installed in accordance with local plumbing codes.

1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



Mixing cutting-edge, space-conscious design with trusted GROHE performance, the new Eurosmart 
Cosmopolitan collection is a stylish, sleek and streamlined choice for the modern bath. Eurosmart 
Cosmopolitan offers unparalleled purity of design with dynamic architectural formation.

Eurosmart Cosmopolitan faucets transform a bathroom into a modern oasis of function and style. 
The contrasting design combination of 90º angles and curved accents evoke a sense of both 
excitement and calm.

Featuring smart looks, smart technology and a smart price, the Eurosmart Cosmopolitan collection is 
crafted with solid metal handles that are seemlessly manoeuvred for perfect water control. Lavatory 
faucets are available in single-handle centerset and two-handle wideset designs and finished in high-
endurance GROHE StarLight® chrome.

GRoHE 
EurOSmArT® COSmOpOLITAN

Lavatory wideset
20 199 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE WaterCare™



27 400 000   
Hand shower

19 411 000  a 
Pressure balance valve trim1

35 019 000  a 
Shower/tub combination
pressure balance valve trim1

13 273 000  a 
6 1/2" diverter tub spout

13 272 000  a
6 1/2" tub spout

20 199 000  a 
Lavatory wideset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

32 875 000  a 
Lavatory centerset
32 877 000 
Lavatory centerset, less drain

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

35 020 000  a 
Shower combination
pressure balance valve trim1
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1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW
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Designed to enhance the purity of modern architecture, the GROHE BauLoop bath line brings a 
lightness to its surroundings through artfully finished flat surfaces that are perfectly integrated with 
striking loop-shaped lever handles and a cylindrical faucet body. Featuring the signature GROHE 
design elements, the collection carries its minimalist design aesthetic over a number of bathroom 
water draw-off points.

GRoHE  
BAuLOOp®

Lavatory wideset
20 199 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE WaterCare™
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13 287 000 
5 1/2" diverter tub spout

27 613 000 
Bau Cosmopolitan shower head
w/ 6" shower arm
spray adjustable: rain/jet/massage
2.5 gpm

19 595 000 
Pressure balance valve trim1

13 286 000 
5 1/2" tub spout

19 594 000 
Roman tub filler 
with personal hand shower*

19 592 000 
Roman tub filler 
with personal hand shower*

19 593 000 
Roman tub filler 

26 017 000 
Shower/tub combination
pressure balance valve trim1

27 547 000 
Shower combination (no tub spout)
pressure balance valve trim1

20 225 000 
Lavatory wideset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

23 084 000 
Lavatory centerset
23 085 000 
Lavatory centerset, less drain

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

20 333 000 
Lavatory centerset, incl. escutcheon
20 334 000 
less drain, incl. escutcheon

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

*	To	be	installed	in	accordance	with	local
	 plumbing	codes.

1	Trim	requires	a	35	015	Grohsafe®	pressure	
	 balance	rough-in	valve	sold	separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



Basin mixer
32 612 002

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134

Making the transition between traditional and contemporary 
styles, Timeless faucets are born of the tension between old and 
new, ornate and clean-cut, romantic and edgy.  Characterized by 
organic form fused with modern technology, the key to Timeless 
faucet design is the mix and match of styles that make it your 
own. 

Timeless 
DESIGN
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GROHE Talia®

56

GROHE EuROPluS®

64

GROHE aTRiO®

52

GROHE aRdEn™

60

GROHE EuROSmaRT®

66



Conceived along traditional Bauhaus lines, Atrio uses “reductive clarity” as its central design 
principle.Atrio creates balance and harmony in your bathroom through an acute awareness of 
geometric fundamentals. The unemcumbered Atrio design also includes two handle options: a 
simple cylindrical lever and Trio spoked handle. Both handle designs underline classical 
sensibility at a tactile level. The extensive Atrio line includes wall-mount and deck-mount vessel 
faucets, centerset and wideset lavatories, bidets, Roman tub fillers, pressure balance valve trim 
as well as thermostat valve trim, and matching bath accessories. Atrio features GROHE 
SilkMove® technology for long lasting silky smooth operation, lustrous GROHE StarLight® 
chrome, as well as Brushed Nickel InfinityFinish™.

GROHe 
atrIo®

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat® GROHE WaterCare™

Lavatory wideset
20 069 000 + 18 027 000

Finish
Chrome

Matching accessories
see page 87



NEW
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a

21 027 + 18 027 
Lavatory centerset + lever handles
21 027 + 18 026 
Lavatory centerset + spoke handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

21 031 + 18 027 
Lavatory centerset + lever handles
21 031 + 18 026 
Lavatory centerset + spoke handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

000, 001
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

EN0, EN1 
Brushed Nickel InfinityFinish™

1 Trim requires a 34 331 (1/2”) or 34 397 (3/4”)  
 Grohtherm® rough-in valve sold separately.
 
2 Trim requires a 29 273 (1/2”), or 29 274 (3/4”) 
 volume control rough-in valve sold separately.

20 069 + 18 027 
Lavatory wideset + lever handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 170 + 19 182 
Thermostat trim1 
+ volume control trim2 

20 072 + 18 027 
Lavatory wideset + lever handles
20 072 + 18 026 
Lavatory wideset + spoke handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

20 069 + 18 026 
Lavatory wideset + spoke handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 169 + 19 888 
Thermostat trim1 
+ volume control trim2

32 006  a 
7º Lavatory centerset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW

20 384 + 18 027 
Lavatory wideset + lever handles
20 384 + 18 026 
Lavatory wideset + spoke handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm



13 228 001 1 
Floorstanding tub spout8

13 216 001 1 
Floorstanding tub spout9

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat® GROHE WaterCare™

GROHe 
atrIo®

25 049 + 18 034 1 
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower*
lever handles
25 049 + 18 033 1 
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower*
spoke handles

25 048 + 18 034 1 
Roman tub filler + lever handles
25 048 + 18 033 1 
Roman tub filler + spoke handles

24 016 + 18 027 1 
Wideset bidet* + lever handles
24 016 + 18 026 1 
Wiideet bidet* + spoke handles

32 227 002  a 
Floorstanding tub filler8
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32 655  a 
Deck mount vessel 
with pull-out spray

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 168 
Integrated thermostat trim
with lever handles5

19 167 
Integrated thermostat trim
with spoke handles5

20 173 + 18 027 
Wall mount vessel1 + lever handles
20 173 + 18 026 
Wall mount vessel1 + spoke handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 291 
Wall mount vessel2

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

24 017 + 18 027 
Centerset bidet + lever handles
24 017 + 18 026 
Centerset bidet + spoke handles

19 166 
3-port diverter trim6

19 181 
5-port diverter trim7

13 164 
Tub spout

19 724 
Pressure balance valve trim
with lever handle3

19 723 
Pressure balance valve trim 
with spoke handle3

19 492 
Pressure balance diverter valve
trim with lever handle4

19 491 
Pressure balance diverter valve 
trim with spoke handle4

21 046 + 18 027 
Deck mount vessel + lever handles
21 046 + 18 026 
Deck mount vessel + spoke handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

a

* To be installed in accordance with local
 plumbing codes.

1Trim requires vessel rough-in 33 885
 sold separately.

2Trim requires vessel rough-in 32 641
 sold separately.

3 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure 
 balance rough-in valve sold separately.

4 Trim requires a 35 016 Grohsafe® pressure 
 balance rough-in valve with built-in diverter
 sold separately.

5 Trim requires a 34 126 (1/2”) Integrated
 Grohtherm® rough-in valve sold separately.

6 Trim requires a 29 712 (3-port) diverter/transfer
 rough-in valve sold separately.

7 Trim requires a 29 714 (5-port) diverter/transfer
 rough-in valve sold separately.

8 Requires rough-in set 29 038 sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



Our Talia line is elegantly Continental, a truly unique blending of contemporary motifs and 
Renaissance fluidity. Distinguished by the beautifully arched details of its spouts, handles and 
valve trim, Talia is characterized with a single word... graceful. The beauty of this line certainly is 
enhanced by our GROHE StarLight® and GROHE SilkMove®technologies.

The Talia bath line features wideset, single-handle centerset and 4" centerset lavatory faucets, 
Roman tub fillers, bidets, thermostatic and pressure balance shower valves. Talia offers a choice of 
two coordinated handle styles: a finely arched lever handle that harmonizes perfectly with the spout 
designs to create a delicately refined look; and the sculptured Volo lever handle for a more “airy” 
European look.

GROHe
talIa®

Lavatory wideset
20 892 000 + 18  085 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat® GROHE WaterCare™
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18 085
Volo lever handles

  
18 077
lever handles

20 892 + 18 085 1 
Lavatory wideset + volo lever handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm 

20 892 + 18 077 1 
Lavatory wideset + lever handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 263 + 19 262 1 
Thermostat trim1 + volume control trim2

with Volo lever handles

19 690 + 19 260 1 
Thermostat trim1 + volume control trim2

with lever handles

000
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

EN0 
Brushed Nickel InfinityFinish™

1 Trim requires a 34 331 (1/2”) or 34 397 (3/4”) Grohtherm® 
 rough-in valve sold separately.
 
2 Trim requires a 29 273 (1/2”), or 29 274 (3/4”) volume control
 rough-in valve sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



GROHe
talIa®

Thermostat  & volume control trim
19 263 000 + 19 262 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat® GROHE WaterCare™
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25 596 + 18 085 1 
Roman tub filler + Volo lever handles

25 596 + 18 077 1 
Roman tub filler + lever handles 

25 597 + 18 085 1 
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower* 
+ Volo lever handles
25 597 + 18 077 1 
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower*
+ lever handles

13 619 
6" tub spout
13 618 
8" tub spout
13 617 
12" tub spout

13 628 
6" diverter tub spout

19 264 1 
Pressure balance valve trim1, Volo lever handle

19 719 1 
Pressure balance valve trim1, lever handle

33 238 
4" Volo lever centerset 

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

33 121 
4" lever centerset

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

24 667 + 18 085 1 
Wideset bidet* + Volo lever handles

24 667 + 18 0771 
Wideset bidet* + lever handles

* To be installed in accordance with local plumbing codes.

1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in
 valve sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



The tastefully articulated decorative elements of the new Arden bath line are purposely minimized 
to fit any décor, making the collection perfect for homeowners seeking a design that can adapt to 
changing tastes. Given its ability to suit any style segment, Arden also is ideal for those sprucing up 
their spaces for sale, or contractors and builders looking to offer quality, yet affordable, fittings in a 
design appealing to everyone.

Arden offers both lever and unique three-spoked handle options. The mini wideset faucet is ideal for 
powder rooms or other small bathrooms, and is especially well-suited to replacement installations.  
The collection also features coordinated Roman tub fillers, tub spouts with and without diverter, 
vertical spray bidet and pressure balance valve trim. Arden features GROHE StarLight® technology 
for a brilliant long lasting chrome finish; and for precise, smooth control of your water flow, GROHE 
SilkMove® technology.

GROHe
arDEN™

Lavatory wideset
20 121 001 + 18  083 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE WaterCare™
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18 083
lever handles

  
18 084
spoke handles

20 121 + 18 0831 
Lavatory wideset + lever handles
001, EN1

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm
 

20 121 + 18 084 1 
Lavatory wideset + spoke handles
001, EN1

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 3121 
Pressure balance valve trim1

19 311 1 
Pressure balance valve trim1

000, 001
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

EN0, EN1 
Brushed Nickel InfinityFinish™

1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in
 valve sold separately.

20 120 
Mini lavatory centerset
001, EN1

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm
 

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



GROHe
arDEN™

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight®

Lavatory wideset
20 121 001 + 18  083 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 88
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25 072 + 18 083
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower*
+ lever handles
25 072 + 18 084
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower*
+ spoke handles

25 071 + 18 083
Roman tub filler + lever handles

25 071 + 18 084
Roman tub filler + spoke handles

13 190 
6" diverter tub spout 

13 191 
6" tub spout

24 015 + 18 083
Wideset bidet* + lever handles

24 015 + 18 084
Wideset bidet* + spoke handles 

* To be installed in accordance with local plumbing codes.



The timeless design of the new Europlus balances a contemporary aesthetic with superior 
ergonomics. A versatile and great value faucet, it brings comfort and clarity to the bathroom 
environment. Finished with a parabolic detail and set at an incline of seven degrees, the lever 
handle features Grohe SilkMove® technology for comfortable and precise water control. The 
enduring aesthetic appeal ensures that every detail has been carefully considered, from the 
coordinated lift-rod to the tapering spout, all accentuated by Grohe StarLight® technology – 
our pristine chrome finish or brushed nickel InfinityFinish™.

GROHe 
EuropluS®     

Lavatory centerset
33 170 002

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 88                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                                      
                  

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE WaterCare™



20 302  a 
Lavatory centerset
000, EN0

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm 
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a

19 340  a 
Pressure balance diverter valve trim1

002, EN2

35 018 
Pressure balance diverter valve trim1

(chrome only)

33 170  a 
Lavatory centerset
002, EN2

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 716  a
Pressure balance valve trim2

002, EN2

35 017 
Shower/tub combination
pressure balance valve trim2

(chrome only)

000, 002
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

EN0, EN2 
Brushed Nickel InfinityFinish™

1 Trim requires a 35 016 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve with built-in diverter sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



Featuring a solid metal handle and forward-leaning dynamic lines, the new Eurosmart is the 
perfect addition to all timeless bathroom settings. The name Eurosmart says it all: smart looks, 
smart technology and a smart price. This high-quality faucet incorporates the following enduring 
performance features including Grohe SilkMove® for precise handling and Grohe StarLight® for a 
radiant, brilliant shine. 

GROHe 
EuroSmart®

Lavatory centerset
32 642 001

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE WaterCare™



20 294 
Lavatory wideset
000, EN0

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm
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32 644  
Roman tub filler 
with personal hand shower*
001, EN1

35 014 
Shower combination
pressure balance valve trim1

(chrome only)

000, 001
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

EN0, EN1 
Brushed Nickel InfinityFinish™

* To be installed in accordance with local
 plumbing codes.

1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure 
 balance rough-in valve sold separately.

32 642 
Lavatory centerset, 001, EN1
32 643 001 
Lavatory centerset, less drain

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

32 645 
Roman tub filler
001, EN1

32 709 001 
Lavatory centerset with escutcheon
32 710 001 
with escutcheon, less drain 
(chrome only)
GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

35 012 
Shower/tub combination
pressure balance valve trim1

(chrome only)

19 458
Pressure balance valve trim1

001, EN1

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



Basin mixer
20 124 000 + 18 086 VP0

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 132

Basin mixer
32 612 002

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134

Reviving the romance and elegance of past eras, Authentic 
faucets reflect a simpler, more reflective way of life.  Incorporating 
modern engineering and functionality, Authentic design mixes a 
variety of traditional styles, such as Classical, Belle Époque and 
Art Nouveau, to create bathroom fittings that offer comfortable, 
inviting experiences. 

AUTHENTIC 
DESIGN
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Shimmering in the light, Kensington with Swarovski® crystal handles harks back to a bygone era of 
glamour and indulgence. Sophisticated and precious, the multi-faceted handles bring a jewel-like 
quality to the basin area and can be found across a range of complementary bath fittings. Luxurious 
and attractive, Kensington will be the talking point of your home.

Kensington faucets with solid metal handles are offered in two designs – enabling you to choose 
the perfect match for your bathroom. An elegant lever handle, featuring ceramic headparts, 
complements a round design with faceted edges – reminiscent of the crystal handles. Both 
styles are offered as a three-hole basin mixer – their linear quality enhancing the rectangular 
forms of a classic pedestal basin.

GROHE 
kENSINGtoN®

Lavatory centerset
20 124 000 + 18 086 VP0

Finish
Chrome / Swarovski® crystal

Matching accessories
see page 87

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat® GROHE WaterCare™
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18 086 
round handles

18 087  
lever handles

19 265 + 19 269 
Thermostat trim1 
+ volume control trim2

000
StarLight® Chrome

VP0
StarLight® Chrome
/Swarovski® crystal

1 Trim requires a 34 331 (1/2”) or 34 397 (3/4”) 
 Grohtherm® rough-in valve sold separately. 

2 Trim requires a 29 273 (1/2”), or 29 274 (3/4”) 
 volume control rough-in valve sold separately.

20 124 + 18 087 
Lavatory wideset + lever handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 266 + 19 270 
Thermostat trim1 
+ volume control trim2

20 124 + 18 086 
Lavatory wideset + round handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

20 124 + 18 086 VP0 
Lavatory wideset 
+ Swarovski® crystal handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 265 VP0 + 19 269 VP0 
Thermostat trim1 
+ volume control trim2 

with Swarovski® crystal handle

27 034 
6" shower arm and flange

EN0 
Brushed Nickel

18 086 VP 
Swarovski® crystal

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



GROHE 
kENSINGtoN®

19 268 VP0 
Pressure balance valve trim1

with Swarovski® crystal handle

19 268 
with round handle

19 267 
Pressure balance valve trim1

with lever handle

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight®

Lavatory centerset
20 124 EN0 + 18 087 EN0

Finish
Brushed Nickel

Matching accessories
see page 87
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19 271 VP0 
3-port diverter trim2

with Swarovski® crystal handle

19 271 
with round handle

13 194 VP0
6" diverter tub spout
with Swarovski® crystal inset

13 193
6" tub spout

19 272 
3-port diverter trim2

with lever handle

13 194
6" diverter tub spout

25 074 + 18 087 
Roman tub filler + lever handles

25 074 + 18 086 VP0 
Roman Tub filler 
+ Swarovski® crystal handles

25 074 + 18 086 
+ round handles

24 025 + 18 087 
Wideset bidet + lever handles

24 025 + 18 086 VP0 
Wideset bidet
+ Swarovski® crystal handles

24 025 + 18 086 
+ round handles

25 073 + 18 087 
Roman tub filler with personal 
hand shower* + lever handles

25 073 + 18 086 VP0 
Roman tub filler with personal 
hand shower* 
+ Swarovski® crystal handles
25 073 + 18 086 
+ round handles

* To be installed in accordance with local
 plumbing codes.

1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure 
 balance rough-in valve sold separately

2 Trim requires a 29 712 (3-port) diverter/transfer
 rough-in valve sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



For those who surround themselves with the comfort of a simpler time, Bridgeford completes 
a traditionally styled bath without sacrificing 21st century performance. Old-world detailing is 
perfected on the Bridgeford wideset, vessel faucet, and roman tub fillers, while shower safety 
valves trim brings modern functionality to a Victorian-styled bath. The Bridgeford line features 
Grohe SilkMove® technology for effortless water control and is available in Grohe’s durable oil 
rubbed bronze finish, brushed nickel InfinityFinish™, and striking Grohe StarLight® chrome. 

GROHE 
BrIDGEforD™

Lavatory wideset
20 134 EN0 + 18 173 EN0

Finish
Brushed Nickel

Accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat® GROHE WaterCare™
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19 327 + 19 329 
Thermostat trim4 
+ volume control trim5

19 328 
Pressure balance valve trim2

with lever handle

19 325 
3-port diverter valve trim3

with lever handle

25 079 + 18 173 
Roman tub filler 
+ lever handles

20 134 + 18 173 
Lavatory wideset + lever handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

20 135 + 18 173 
Wall mount vessel trim1

+ lever handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

25 080 + 18 173 
Roman tub filler 
with personal hand shower*
+ lever handles

000
StarLight® Chrome

EN0 
Brushed Nickel

ZB0 
Oil rubbed bronze

18 173 
lever handles

* To be installed in accordance with local
 plumbing codes.

1Trim requires vessel rough-in 33 885
 sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure 
 balance rough-in valve sold separately.

3 Trim requires a 29 712 (3-port) diverter/transfer
 rough-in valve sold separately.

4 Trim requires a 34 331 (1/2”) or 34 397 (3/4”) 
 Grohtherm® rough-in valve sold separately.
 
5 Trim requires a 29 273 (1/2”), or 29 274 (3/4”) 
 volume control rough-in valve sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



Authentic detailing, unpretentious style...Geneva succeeds in capturing the essence of traditional 
design. Geneva is characterized by the refined flowing lines of its arched spouts. Both the lavatory 
and Roman tub filler spouts bring the water well above the bowl or tub for a beautifully controlled 
cascade of water. The true art of the Geneva line is in the carefully detailed cross and lever handle 
designs that inspire a traditional warmth without a hint of overstatement. Geneva features the 
smooth easy handling of GROHE SilkMove® technology and our advanced GROHE StarLight® 
chrome finishing technology. 

A complete bath line, Geneva includes faucets, bidets, Roman tub fillers, shower valves, shower 
arm, and tub spouts, as well as shower trim for use with either Grohtherm® thermostatic 
temperature control valves or Grohsafe® pressure balance valves. All components can be 
coordinated to feature Geneva lever or cross handles.

GROHE 
GENEva™

Lavatory centerset
20 801 EN0 + 18 734 EN0

Finish
Brushed Nickel

Matching accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat® GROHE WaterCare™
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20 801 + 18 734 
Lavatory wideset + lever handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 616 + 19 837 
Thermostat trim1 
+ volume control trim2

20 801 + 18 733 
Lavatory wideset + cross handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

000
StarLight® Chrome

BE0 
Polished Nickel

EN0 
Brushed Nickel

18 733 
cross handles

18 734 
lever handles

ZB0 
Oil rubbed bronze

19 615 + 19 829 
Thermostat trim1 
+ volume control trim2

1 Trim requires a 34 331 (1/2”) or 34 397 (3/4”) Grohtherm®
 rough-in valve sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 29 273 or 29 034 (1/2”) or 29 274 (3/4")
 volume control rough-in valve sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



GROHE 
GENEva™

Lavatory centerset
20 801 EN0 + 18 733 EN0

Finish
Brushed Nickel

Matching accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight®
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19 722 
Pressure balance valve trim1  
with lever handle

19 725 
with cross handle

19 220 
3-port diverter trim2 
with lever handle

19 219 
with cross handle

27 012 
6 9/16" shower arm and flange

13 610 
6" diverter tub spout  

13 612 
6" tub spout 

25 054 + 18 734 
Roman tub filler
+ lever handles

25 054 + 18 733 
with cross handles

25 506 + 18 734 
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower*
+ lever handles

25 506 + 18 733 
with cross handles

24 019 + 18 734 
Wideset bidet*
+ lever handles

24 019 + 18 733 
with cross handles

* To be installed in accordance with local plumbing codes.

1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 29 712 (3-port) diverter/transfer rough-in valve
  sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



Highlighting the enduring appeal of Art Deco design, the Somerset faucet collection is a bold 
fusion of tradition and modernism. A hexagonally faceted spout and handles give continuity to the 
authentic design, while the use of perfectly balanced proportions and ergonomically-shaped levers –
which benefit from GROHE SilkMove® technology – will bring a classic look to your bathroom 
interior scheme. GROHE StarLight® technology brings a luminous shine to the chrome finish and 
draws attention to the facet edges, or to create a more traditional look, choose brushed nickel 
InfinityFinish™.

GROHE 
SomErSEt™

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat® GROHE WaterCare™

Lavatory centerset
20 133 000 + 18 172 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 88
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19 318 
3-port diverter trim4

19 321 
Pressure balance valve trim1

with lever handle

25 076 + 18 172 
Roman tub filler 
+ lever handles

13 199 
63/4" diverter tub spout

20 133 + 18 172 
Lavatory wideset + lever handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

25 077 + 18 172 
Roman tub filler 
with personal hand shower*
+ lever handles

18 172 
lever handles

13 200 
 63/4" tub spout

19 320 + 19 322 
Thermostat trim2 
+ volume control trim3

* To be installed in accordance with local
 plumbing codes.

1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure 
 balance rough-in valve sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 34 331 (1/2”) or 34 397 (3/4”) 
 Grohtherm® rough-in valve sold separately.

3 Trim requires a 29 273 (1/2”), or 29 274 (3/4”) 
 volume control rough-in valve sold separately.

4 Trim requires a 29 712 (3-port) diverter/transfer
 rough-in valve sold separately.000

StarLight® Chrome

EN0 
Brushed Nickel

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



Seabury recalls the design sensibilities of an era when classical influences defined elegance by 
detail. Seabury ignores nothing in creating an aura of nostalgic Americana. The true beauty of the 
Seabury line is in the detailing of its cross and lever handles that clearly echo Edwardian design 
motifs, that are complimented by 21st century technology: such as GROHE StarLight® technology 
for a brilliant long lasting chrome finish; and for precise, smooth control of your water flow, 
GROHE SilkMove® technology

GROHE 
SEaBury™

Basin mixer
20 800 000 + 18 731 000

Finish
Brushed Nickel

Matching accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat® GROHE WaterCare™
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20 800 + 18 732 
Lavatory wideset + lever handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

19 614 + 19 828 
Thermostat trim1 
+ volume control trim2

20 122 + 18 732 
Mini lavataory wideset + lever handles
20 122 + 18 731 
with cross handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

000
StarLight® Chrome

BE0 
Polished Nickel

EN0 
Brushed Nickel

18 732 
lever handles

 ZB0 
Oil rubbed bronze

20 800 + 18 731 
Lavatory wideset + cross handles

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm18 731 
lever handles

19 612 + 19 827 
Thermostat trim1 
+ volume control trim2

1 Trim requires a 34 331 (1/2”) or 34 397 (3/4”) Grohtherm®
 rough-in valve sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 29 273 or 29 034 (1/2”) or 29 274 (3/4")
 volume control rough-in valve sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



GROHE 
SEaBury™

Basin mixer
20 800 000 + 18 732 000

Finish
Brushed Nickel

Matching accessories
see page 88

GROHE SilkMove® GROHE StarLight®
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19 708 000 
Pressure balance valve trim1  
with lever handle

19 707 000 
with cross handle

19 221 000 
3-port diverter trim2 
with lever handle

19 222 000 
with cross handle

24 020 000 + 18 732 
Wideset bidet*
+ lever handles

24 020 000 + 18 731 
with cross handles

13 603 000 
6" diverter tub spout  

13 615 000 
6" tub spout 

27 011 
6 9/16" shower arm and flange

25 502 000 + 18 732 
Roman tub filler with personal hand shower*
+ lever handles

25 502 000 + 18 731 
with cross handles

25 055 000 + 18 732 
Roman tub filler
+ lever handles

25 055 000 + 18 731 
with cross handles

* To be installed in accordance with local plumbing codes.

1 Trim requires a 35 015 Grohsafe® pressure balance rough-in 
 valve sold separately.

2 Trim requires a 29 712 (3-port) diverter/transfer rough-in valve
  sold separately.

For additional, enhanced 
shower/tub options:

See page 92 for details.

NEW



Many of our faucet lines have their own dedicated range of bath accessories, affording 
you the luxury of creating an aesthetically cohesive bathing space. From robe hooks to 
towel bars and rings, each line includes the items you’ll need to transform your bathroom 
into a relaxing and soothing sanctuary. For our Somerset line, Seabury accessories match 
nicely, providing a coordinated look. For a perfect fit, our Geneva accessories match our 
Bridgeford line. Essentials Cube matches Eurocube while Essentials complements any of 
our timeless or cosmopolitan faucet lines.

Bath 
Accessories

40 339
GROHE Allure 
8" towel ring

40 341
GROHE Allure 
24" towel bar

40 284
GROHE Allure 
Robe hook

40 279
GROHE Allure 
Paper holder

Many of our faucet lines have their own dedicated range of bath accessories, affording 
you the luxury of creating an aesthetically cohesive bathing space. From robe hooks to 
towel bars and rings, each line includes the items you’ll need to transform your bathroom 
into a relaxing and soothing sanctuary. For our Somerset line, Seabury accessories match 
nicely, providing a coordinated look. For a perfect fit, our Geneva accessories match our 
Bridgeford line. Essentials Cube matches Eurocube while Essentials complements any of 
our timeless or cosmopolitan faucet lines.

Bath 
Accessories
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40 290
Tenso 
8" towel ring

40 312
Atrio 
Robe hook

40 295
Tenso 
Robe hook

40 296
Tenso 
Paper holder

40 309
Atrio 
24" towel bar

40 292
Tenso 
24" towel bar

40 307
Atrio 
8" towel ring

40 313
Atrio 
Paper holder

40 222
Kensington 
8" towel ring

40 224
Kensington 
24" towel bar

40 226
Kensington 
Robe hook

40 235
Kensington 
Paper holder



GROhE 
BATH Accessories

GROHE StarLight®

40 158
Seabury 
8" towel ring

(also matches Somerset line)

40 155
Geneva 
Robe hook

(also matches Bridgeford line)

40 159
Seabury 
Robe hook

(also matches Somerset line)

40 160
Seabury 
Paper holder

(also matches Somerset line)

40 146
Geneva 
24" towel bar

(also matches Bridgeford line)

40 157
Seabury 
24" towel bar

(also matches Somerset line)

40 151
Geneva 
8" towel ring

(also matches Bridgeford line)

40 156
Geneva 
Paper holder

(also matches Bridgeford line)

40 364
Essentials 
Robe hook

40 366
Essentials 
24" towel bar

40 365
Essentials 
8" towel ring

40 367
Essentials 
Paper holder



NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEWNEWNEW
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40 368 + 40 369
Essentials 
Soap Dish + Holder

40 344
Essentials 
Accessories Kit

40 507 
Essentials Cube
paper holder

40 508 + 40 394 
Essentials Cube
soap dispenser + Holder

40 508 + 40 368 
Essentials Cube
Soap Dish + Holder

40 512 
Essentials Cube
multi-towel rack

40 511 
Essentials Cube
robe hook

40 509 
Essentials Cube
24" towel bar

40 510 
Essentials Cube
7 1/2" towel ring



What is a thermostat?
A thermostat maintains an exact 
water temperature of your choosing, 
even when water is used elsewhere in 
the home.

How does it work?
A thermostatic valve automatically 
mixes the hot and cold water and 
reacts instantly to any changes in 

the water supplies, ensuring the 
temperature is maintained to within 
+ or – one degree.

What are the benefits?
You get: Safety for the entire family; 
carefree, luxurious bathing; and, 
because hot water is not wasted 
to compensate for temperature 
fluctuations, thermostat valves 
deliver considerable energy savings.

Are there different types available?
Yes, GROHE offers a variety of 
thermostatic rough-in options to meet 
differing needs, and a wide range of 
trim options to match GROHE faucets, 
shower products and finishes for a 
truly coordinated bath design.

GROhE 
sAfeTy vAlves
As “Safety Valves” are now mandated throughout the United States, GROHE thermostatic temperature control 
valves and pressure balance valves insure maximum bathing safety for everyone in your household.

What is a Safety Valve?

We’ve all been there. You’ve just stepped under your hot shower when someone in the house either turns on 
a faucet or flushes the toilet; suddenly the temperature of your shower plummets to freezing cold or becomes 
scalding hot – leaving you with soap in your eyes as you try to manually adjust the temperature to a comfortable 
level. While style and versatility are important when it comes to planning a new bathroom, so is safety...and 
particularly important for small children, physically disabled people, and elderly people.

GROHE offers two options in Safety Valve technology: Thermostatic Temperature Control Valves and Pressure 
Balance Valves. With GROHE you can be sure of a safe and enjoyable showering experience every time.

Thermostatic Temperature Control

Thermostatic valves work by constantly mixing hot and cold water to a pre-selected temperature. No matter 
what effects the water supply to your shower (temperature or pressure), the thermostat reacts by recalibrating 
the quantities of hot and cold water required to maintain the correct temperature.

Why choose GROHE?

GROHE TurboStat® technology means instantaneous, precise water temperature control.  Accurate to within 
1° Fahrenheit, temperature is selected by dialing the temperature handle to a setting within the 70° to 110° 
comfort zone. The handle design also features a safety stop at 100° for added protection. Selecting your shower 
temperature is that simple. Plus, thermostat valves conserve energy by controlling the flow of hot water to be 
exactly what is required for your selected shower temperature.

High-Flow Advantage

A GrohFlex Custom Shower Thermostatic or 3/4” Grohtherm valve is perfectly suited to meet the demands of 
large multiple-head custom shower systems. Given adequate water pressure, they can supply enough water to 
simultaneously power a shower head, a personal hand shower, and up to four body sprays while automatically 
maintaining a specific water temperature at each outlet.

With a GROHE high-flow thermostat valve, you really will enjoy water.

GroHe’s quick guide to thermostat technology.
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Compensates for hot or cold water pressure fluctuations and maintains selected 
shower temperature.  No matter how the water pressure is effected by someone 
washing dishes or laundry, watering the lawn, or flushing a toilet, etc., you are 
protected.

Protects against scalding if the cold water supply is cut off by automatically shutting 
off the flow of hot water.

Protects against cold water shock if the hot water supply is cut off by automatically 
shutting off the flow of cold water.

Automatically maintains your selected shower temperature (within 1° F) regardless of 
changes in the temperature of your hot or cold water supply.  Eliminates the need to 
manually re-adjust the temperature setting as your hot water heater empties.

Allows you to precisely pre-select your water temperature before you step into your 
shower which saves water and energy. (When calibrated correctly)

Allows you to run multiple shower outlets simultaneously while accurately 
maintaining water temperature at each outlet. (Except model 34 126)

Ultra-quiet, low noise operation.

Available in decorative finishes to compliment your decor.

Offers multiple trim options to coordinate with Grohe faucet lines.

Allows back to back installation, eliminating expensive piping. (Except GrohFlex and 34 126)

sAfeTy vAlve coMPArisoN cHArT
Thermostatic temperature control valves and pressure balance valves both offer scald protection for you and your family, but 
there are differences. Use the following feature comparison chart to help you make the best choice for meeting your needs. 

 Thermostatic Pressure 
   Performance Features  Temperature Control Valves Balance Valves

Pressure Balance Valves

GROHE pressure balance valves mean peace of mind for you and your family with economical, reliable shower 
protection from scalding and cold shocks. If a toilet is flushed or a dishwasher is turned on, the available hot or cold 
water supply has an immediate pressure change. A GrohFlex or Grohsafe pressure balance valve will safeguard against 
these sudden, dangerous shower temperature shocks by balancing cold and hot water pressure.

Using an advanced diaphragm-based system, GROHE pressure balance valves will maintain water temperature ±2°F 
with a 50% pressure drop in either the hot or cold water supply. If the cold water supply is cut off for whatever reason, 
the valve will shut off the flow of water for maximum protection. GrohFlex or Grohsafe systems feature a rotating 
handle control which allows a wide comfort zone so you can gradually and precisely regulate water temperature from 
cold to hot. Also featured is a handle limit stop which lets you further control temperature by limiting the extent of 
handle movement toward the full hot position.

GROHE pressure balance valves are an ideal choice for shower safety in standard tub/shower applications. 
And, GROHE offers a pressure balance valve trim to match your faucet and its finish.



OnE ROuGh-In
DOEs It all
GroHfleX™

Easy to install, Easy to Upgrade, and Easy to Maintain.  A Better Universal Valve System

Multiple functions/multiple trims – all designed to fit in one universal in-wall rough-in box. The GrohFlex 
advanced universal rough-in valve system provides the groundwork for any shower or tub/shower installation, 
making complex planning, ordering and installation easy and efficient.

Define your style.

Choose from GrohFlex Authentic, Timeless, or Cosmopolitan design styles to coordinate with the wide range of 
GROHE faucets and shower products.

Start your project now.

With GrohFlex, final design decisions can be made later in the construction process after you’ve chosen fixtures, 
tile, and colors.

Save time and money.

Multiple shower installation options are made possible with one universal, in-wall rough-in solution.

Times change, styles change.

With GrohFlex, as your taste and trends may change, you can switch styles, (Authentic, Timless, or Cosmopolitan) 
without the expense of new piping or tile.

Easy to upgrade.

As your home changes with the addition of children or older family members, GrohFlex allows you to easily, 
upgrade your shower from pressure balancing technology to thermostatic safety valve technology without breaking 
into expensive tile or stone.

Universal Rough-In Box Bathroom Solution Kit

Control Module Trim
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GrohFlexTM

Advanced Universal Rough-In Valve System

leAP FORWARD

Cosmopolitan Timeless Authentic

GROHFLEX TRIM STYLES



• Single function valve (pressure 
 balance or thermostatic with
 integrated volume control) 
 on 1 axis

•  Integrated bypass option 
 for use with diverter spout

• Single function valve (pressure 
 balance or thermostatic with
 integrated volume control) 
 on 1 axis

SINGLE FUNCTION
Ideal for Standard Baths

Available with a pressure balance or a thermostatic* control module

2 Shower/tub with 
diverter spout1 Shower

only

OnE ROuGh-In
five BATHrooM
solUTioNs

GROHE TurboStat®
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• Dual function valve, pressure 
 balance or thermostatic, both 
 with integrated volume control 
 and 2-way diverter function 
 on 1 axis

• High-flow thermostatic valve 
 delivers a flow rate of 14 GPM 
 at 45 psi (53 I/min)

• Dual function valve, pressure 
 balance or thermostatic, both 
 with integrated volume control 
 and 2-way diverter function 
 on 1 axis

DUAL FUNCTION
Ideal for Master Baths

Available with a pressure balance or a thermostatic* control module

CUSTOM SHOWER
Ideal for Master Baths

Thermostatic* control module only

3 Shower/tub with 
non-diverter spout 4 2 shower 

outlets 5 High-flow custom shower;
separate volume controls 
are required

No matter the application, we've got you covered.

GrohFlex is the advanced universal rough-in valve system with simplicity and flexibility built in. One rough-in works 
with any shower or tub/shower application – from a simple single-shower to the popular tub/shower combo to a 
luxurious high-flow custom shower. And it offers pressure balancing and thermostatic control solutions for both the 
master and secondary bath. 



NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW

19 848
GrohFlex Timeless
single function thermostatic
trim with control module
000, EN0

19 866
GrohFlex Timeless
single function pressure balance 
trim with control module
000, EN0

19 843
GrohFlex Authentic
single function pressure balance 
trim with control module
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

19 822
GrohFlex Authentic
single function thermostatic
trim with control module
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

19 880
GrohFlex Cosmopolitan
single function pressure balance 
trim with control module
000, EN0

19 869
GrohFlex Cosmopolitan
single function thermostatic
trim with control module
000, EN0

GROhE GROhFlEX™

BATHrooM solUTioN KiTs

SINGLE
FUNCTION
THERMOSTATIC

Shower or tub/shower 
with diverter spout

Features 
GROHE TurboStat® 
technology

SINGLE
FUNCTION
PRESSURE
BALANCE

Shower or tub/shower 
with diverter spout
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000
GROHE StarLight®
Chrome

BE0
Polished Nickel
InfinityFinish™

EN0
Brushed Nickel
InfinityFinish™

ZB0
Oil Rubbed Bronze

NEW

35 026 000
GrohFlex
universal rough-in box

GROHE StarLight® GROHE TurboStat®
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NEW

DUAL
FUNCTION
PRESSURE
BALANCE

2 shower outlets 
or tub/shower with 
non-diverter spout

CUSTOM
SHOWER
THERMOSTATIC

High-flow custom 
shower: separate 
volume controls 
are required

Features 
GROHE TurboStat® 
technology

DUAL
FUNCTION
THERMOSTATIC

2 shower outlets 
or tub/shower with 
non-diverter spout

Features 
GROHE TurboStat® 
technology

NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW

19 865
GrohFlex Timeless
custom shower thermostatic
trim with control module
000, EN0

19 849
GrohFlex Timeless
dual function thermostatic
trim with control module
000, EN0

19 825
GrohFlex Authentic
dual function thermostatic
trim with control module
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

19 881
GrohFlex Cosmopolitan
dual function pressure balance
trim with control module
000, EN0

19 867
GrohFlex Timeless
dual function pressure balance
trim with control module
000, EN0

19 844
GrohFlex Authentic
dual function pressure balance
trim with control module
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

19 839
GrohFlex Authentic
custom shower thermostatic
trim with control module
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

19 878
GrohFlex Cosmopolitan
dual function thermostatic
trim with control module
000, EN0

19 879
GrohFlex Cosmopolitan
custom shower thermostatic
trim with control module
000, EN0
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Grohtherm thermostatic temperature control valves insure a maximum of bathing safety for everyone, but are 
particularly important for small children, physically disabled people, and elderly people. Due to GROHE TurboStat® 
technology, our Grohtherm valves are accurate to within 1° Fahrenheit. Enjoy the perfect bath or shower by simply 
dialing your desired water temperature. The handle design also features a safety stop at 100° for added protection. 

A high-flow Grohtherm 3/4” thermostat rough valve is perfectly suited and preferred for meeting the demands of 
large multiple-head custom shower systems. But GROHE thermostats, however, are not just “muscle.” They are 
available with a wide selection of trim options in multiple finishes to match or compliment GROHE faucet and 
shower designs. GROHE thermostat valves are available in 1/2” versions as well, with or without integrated volume 
controls.

Sculptural modern styling describes the Grohtherm 3000 “European style” exposed thermostatic tub filler and 
thermostatic shower valves.  And thanks to GROHE CoolTouch® technology, the entire outer surface never exceeds 
the selected temperature.

See the individual faucet families for thermostat trim to match your faucet selection.

GROhE GROhthERm®
THerMosTATic TeMPerATUre coNTrol vAlves

GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch® GROHE TurboStat®



34 397 
Grohtherm 
3/4" rough-in valve
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34 182 000 
Grohtherm 3000 
exposed thermostatic shower
(chrome only)

34 126 
Grohtherm 
1/2" integrated rough-in valve

19 251 000 
Grohtherm 3000 thermostat trim
(chrome only)

For use with 34 331 or 34 397 rough-in valve

34 331 
Grohtherm 
1/2" rough-in valve

34 189 000 
Grohtherm 3000 
exposed thermostatic tub filler
(chrome only)

19 256 000 
Grohtherm 3000 thermostat trim
(chrome only)

For use with 34 126 rough-in valve



Grohsafe Pressure Balance Valves mean peace of mind for you and your family with long term, 
reliable shower protection from scalding and cold shocks. Grohsafe systems feature a rotating 
handle control which allows a wide comfort zone so you can gradually and precisely regulate 
water temperature from cold to hot. In addition, a handle limit stop lets you further control 
temperature by limiting the extent of handle movement toward the full hot position. Grohsafe 
valves are also available with a built-in diverter.

The Grohsafe pressure balance rough valves can be installed with your choice of trim to perfectly 
match your bath’s shower valve and faucets. See the individual faucet families for trim availability 
to match your faucet selection.

GROhE GROhsaFE®
PressUre BAlANce vAlves

GROHE StarLight®
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35 015 000 
Grohsafe univeral pressure balance 
rough-in valve 

35 016 000 
Grohsafe univeral pressure balance 
rough-in valve  with built-in diverter

35 033 000 
same as above with manual diverter

Essence
Pressure balance valve trim

Seabury
Pressure balance valve trim

Atrio
Pressure balance diverter valve trim

GROHE Allure
Pressure balance diverter valve trim



Revitalize your mind, body and soul with an exhilarating shower. 
Our feature-packed designs deliver a range of water patterns, so 
you really can have the shower of your dreams. 

GROHE shower heads, hand shower and body sprays complement 
an extensive range of shower systems – ensuring that GROHE 
has a shower solution to match all of your showering habits, and 
design and installation requirements.

GROHE
SHOWERS
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GROHE RainsHOwER® 

f-sERiEs

110 112

GROHE RainsHOwER® 

nExt GEnERatiOn

GROHE RainsHOwER® 

COlOR COllECtiOn

114

GROHE EupHORia® GROHE sEna®/VERis™

130126

GROHE 

nEw tEmpEsta™

132

GROHE RainsHOwER®

108

GROHE mOVaRiO®

GROHE RElExa® 

ultRa

120118

GROHE RElExa®

122

GROHE RainsHOwER® 

natuRal COlORs

116

GROHE EupHORia® 

CubE/sEna® CubE

124

GROHE fREEHandER®

GROHE sHOwER 

systEms

140138

GROHE sHOwER 

aCCEssORiEs

142136

GROHE RustiC 

sHOwERs

GROHE CustOm 

sOlutiOns

146



Relaxation
Our Rainshower® range is perfect 
if you’re looking for a shower that 
gently wakes you up and prepares you 
for the day ahead. With their masses 
of tiny water jets, Rainshower® is also 
the ideal way to unwind before bed.

Activation
If you’re looking for a shower with 
a choice of spray patterns to suit all 
members of the family then our Relexa 
and Movario hand showers are the 
ones to watch. Both lines offer up 
to five spray patterns, while Movario 
features a 360º RotaHead, which lets 
you select the direction of the spray.

Water Addicts 
For maximum flexibility our shower 
systems offer a shower head, hand 
shower and body showers - creating 
a host of experiences in one sleek 
package.

GROHE 
SHOWERS
Revitalize your mind, body and soul with an exhilarating shower. Our feature-packed designs deliver a range  
of water patterns so you can have the shower of your dreams.

There’s nothing better than a refreshing shower first thing in the morning or a relaxing one at night. 
At GROHE we recognize the benefits of water in terms of relaxation, enjoyment and well-being.  
Our fantastic shower range comes in a variety of designs, each offering a myriad of features and benefiting  
from our unique and advanced GROHE DreamSpray® technology – for an unbeatable sensory experience.
 
Trendsetters

If you want to stay ahead in the style stakes, the latest trend for showers includes shower systems, shower heads 
and hand showers. Shower systems look great, are easy to install and come equipped with a wide configuration 
of body spray and spray patterns. Oversized shower heads have really taken off as the focal point of any shower, 
whether cosmopolitan, timeless or an authentic designed shower.

Exciting Choices

In today’s fast-paced world, time is of the essence. The hand shower or shower head you choose should 
offer a number of spray innovations, so you can create the sensation to suit your mind as well as your body. 
From a soothing Massage pattern to a tension-releasing jet spray, our showers all feature the latest GROHE 
DreamSpray® technology and are designed with you in mind – whatever you desire, GROHE has the perfect 
shower. 

Innovative Solutions

From the ergonomic styling of our Euphoria and Rainshower® next generation handshowers to the clean lines of our 
Rainshower® F-series, GROHE has a showering solution to complement every bathroom design. For a voluminous 
rain spray delivered direct to your bathroom, our breathtaking Rainshower® range is a must. Make a statement 
with the 16" wide overhead shower – it features 252 tiny nozzles. If you’re after something tailor-made, then why 
not have some fun and create your own custom shower? Thanks to our extensive range of products creating your 
dream shower has never been simpler.

Whatever your showering needs are, GROHE has the answer.  
Whether you’re looking for stimulating body jets first thing in the morning or a soothing  
soak at the end of the day, we have showers that fit all tastes and budgets.
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GROHE  
dREamspRay®
EnjOy gROHE 
SHOWERS

All our showers incorporate GROHE DreamSpray® technology. This winning formula of quality 
and innovation creates optimal water distribution for an unparalleled showering experience.  
As experts in water technology, it is our mission to develop superior showers with outstanding 
features. 

Just like cars, showers have engines too. The exceptional quality, precision and sheer number  
of internal parts set GROHE showers apart from our competitors.

Our unique design distributes the same amount of water to each and every nozzle, resulting  
in an even spray. So whatever pattern suits your mood – Normal, Champagne, Pure, 
Jet, Rain or Massage – you’re guaranteed that it will be an all-over exhilarating experience.

Limescale build up is a thing of the past with our SpeedClean® nozzles. Made from multi-
component silicone, a quick wipe with your cloth or hand is all that’s required to remove  
any limescale.

The advanced GROHE CoolTouch® technology creates a thermal barrier between the hot water 
and the surface of all our hand showers. This prevents the chrome finish from cracking and 
ensures it’s never too hot to handle – a real plus if you’re using very hot water to clean the bath.

With all these amazing features, plus the added benefits of GROHE StarLight® – for a sparkling 
chrome finish, it’s hardly surprising that our showers will give you a lifetime of pleasure and 
enjoyment.
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GROHE CoolTouch®

GROHE DreamSpray®

GROHE StarLight®

Massage spray
A pulsating spray pattern for a stimulating 
massage..

Pure spray
The name says it all. A soft stream of pure 
water delivered from the center of the 
shower head – reminiscent of a fresh, 
mountain spring. 

Jet spray
A focussed circular spray, which delivers  
a refreshing burst of water. Ideal for 
stimulating the skin or simply cleaning  
the bathtub or shower.

Champagne spray
Enriched with air for bigger, softer water 
droplets. More air means that less water  
is required when using this fulfilling and 
gentle spray pattern.

Deluxe Champagne spray 
An extra-rich spray bursting with soft  
water droplets

Normal spray
A great all-encompassing spray pattern with 
a refreshing and relaxing effect. Its universal 
appeal makes it a great all-rounder.

Rain spray
Wide and luxurious – a soft, delicate pattern 
to soothe the skin. Mimicking warm summer 
rain, the spray provides a full and even 
coverage.



For a shoulder-to-shoulder rain spray, perfect for beginning or ending your day, our breathtaking 
Rainshower shower heads are a must. The extra-wide, 16-inch diameter Rainshower Jumbo 
features an unprecedented total of 252 water nozzles arranged to provide full-body coverage 
with no “dry” zones.  All "standard" GROHE Rainshower options are oversized, 8 to 12-inch 
diameter shower heads that feature up to 120 spray nozzles. For an adjustable Rainshower, 
choose the 6 1/4” shower head, which features four spray patterns or choose our hand-held 
models.

GROHE's Rainshower shower heads were designed to deliver outstanding shower performance 
even at lower water pressures. And, unlike other “rain” shower heads, GROHE Rainshowers 
feature the patented SpeedClean® anti-lime system and GROHE DreamSpray® technology.

GROHE 
RainSHOWER®

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch® GROHE WaterCare™

Accessories
see page 144



27 471 000 
Veris shower head, 57/8" x 113/4" face 
spray: rain
27 837 000
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm
(chrome only)

NEW
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27 478 000 
Shower head 
12" face
spray: rain
(chrome only)

27 135  a 
Shower head 
61/4" face
spray adjustable: rain, jet, champagne, laminar
000, EN0, ZB0

28 373  a 
Shower head with 8" face
spray: rain
27 814
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm
000, EN0, BE0

27 195 
Shower head 
8" face 
spray: rain
000, KS0, LS0

28 983 
Rainshower Jumbo 16" shower arm 
for use with 28 783 Rainshower Jumbo
000, EN0, ZB0

28 783  a 
Jumbo shower head 
16" face
spray: rain
000, EN0, ZB0

28 871  a 
Hand-held
5" face
spray adjustable: rain, jet, laminar
(chrome only)

27 085  a 
Hand-held
61/4" face 
spray adjustable: rain, jet, champagne, laminar
000, EN0



The Rainshower F-Series of shower heads and body sprays provides total freedom, affording 
consumers the flexibility to create their preferred interaction with water. The super-flat panels 
blend seamlessly into any environment, maximizing the showering space. Combined with a 
thermostat and hand shower from one of GROHE’s contemporary faucet lines, Rainshower 
F-Series creates a customized showering zone that adheres to the GROHE Sensual Minimalism 
philosophy – minimalist in design, yet comfortable, functional and enticing to use.

GROHE 
RainSHOWER® F-SERiES

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE WaterCare™

Accessories
see page 144



27 468 000 
Flush mount ceiling shower head, 10" x 10"
spray: rain
(chrome only)
27 816 000
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm
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27 288 000  a  b 
Flush mount ceiling shower head 
20" x 20"
spray: rain
(chrome only)

27 252  a  b 
Body spray 
5" x 5"
spray: normal
000, KS0, LS0

27 285 000 
Shower head, 10" x 10"
spray: rain
(chrome only)
27 815 000
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm

27 254 000 
Shower head 
with integrated mounting connection 
5" x 5"
spray: normal
(chrome only)



The Rainshower collection: Icon, Solo and Eco present high-performance GROHE DreamSpray® 
in a way which could revolutionize how people interact with showers. The combination of ground 
breaking aesthetics and bold iconic colours (chrome with evening gray, and moon-white with 
ecoGreen) enable the products to transcend into a new genre of hand showering. The super 
flat body with its humanized aesthetic entices interaction and creates an instant emotional 
connection, while the uniquely shaped spray faces create a full-coverage, satisfying shower 
experience. 

Features include an Eco button on the handle, for easy reduction of water consumption, 
SpeedClean® nozzles, for effortless cleaning of the spray plate and GROHE DreamSpray® 
technology, for precise and even water distribution.

GROHE 
RainSHOWER® nExt gEnERatiOn

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch® GROHE WaterCare™

Accessories
see page 142



27 373 000 
Icon shower head 
71/2" face
spray: rain
27 820 000
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm

27 372 000 
Solo shower head 
71/2" face
spray: rain
27 821 000
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm

27 377 000 
Icon 100 hand shower
4" face 
spray: rain
27 818 000
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm

27 376 000 
Solo 100 hand shower 
4" face
spray: rain
27 819 000
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm

27 283 000  a  b  
Icon hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
GROHE StarLight® chrome
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27 281 LS0  b 
Eco hand shower 
spray: rain
moon white/eco green

27 278 000  b 
Solo hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
GROHE StarLight® chrome

27 281 000  b 
Eco hand shower 
spray: rain
GROHE StarLight® chrome

27 283 LS0  a  b 
Icon hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
moon white/eco green

27 278 LS0  b 
Solo hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
moon white/eco green



Offered in an intriguing palette of six colors, the 5 3/4" (145 mm) diameter GROHE Rainshower®
Color Collection is an easy and quick way to "perk up" a bathroom. 

The GROHE Rainshower® Color Collection takes the award-winning halo-shaped design 
of Rainshower® Icon to the next level. Precise engineering of the shower jets and GROHE 
DreamSpray® technology ensure the central water jets converge to create a full spray –
for perfect delivery of the Rain spray pattern.

The SprayDimmer on the shower handle enables effortless, fingertip water saving whenever you
need it. Simply slide the button to reduce the water flow.

The GROHE Rainshower® Color Collection is also available on the 7 1/2" Solo shower head.

GROHE 
RainSHOWER® COlOR COllECtiOn

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch®

Accessories
see page 142



114632 
Solo shower head 
71/2" face
spray: rain
chrome/purple

114633 
Solo shower head 
71/2" face
spray: rain
chrome/blue

27 448 001  a  b  c

Icon hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
chrome/purple

27 449 001  a  b  c 
Solo hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
chrome/blue

114628 
Solo shower head 
71/2" face
spray: rain
chrome/red

114631 
Solo shower head 
71/2" face
spray: rain
chrome/pink

27 446 001  a  b  c 
Icon hand shower 
53/4" ace
spray: rain
chrome/yellow

27 444 001  a  b  c 
Solo hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
chrome/orange

114630 
Solo shower head 
71/2" face
spray: rain
chrome/yellow

114629 
Solo shower head 
71/2" face
spray: rain
chrome/orange

27 443 001  a  b  c 
Icon hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
chrome/red

27 447 001  a  b  c 
Solo hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
chrome/pink
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The GROHE Rainshower® Icon Natural Color Collection is the newest edition of the award-
winning GROHE Rainshower® Icon.  From Sheer Marble to Misty Slate, we have carefully 
selected a palette of six naturals colors which complements popular architectural materials and 
will help to coordinate the aesthetic concept of the bathroom.

GROHE 
RainSHOWER® natURal COlORS

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch®
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NEW NEW

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

27 638 000  a  b  c

Icon hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
chrome/misty slate

27 634 000  a  b  c 
Icon hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
chrome/fired clay

27 636 000  a  b  c 
Icon hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
chrome/sheer marble

27 629 000  a  b  c 
Icon hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
chrome/natural sandstone

27 632 000  a  b  c 
Icon hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
chrome/cloudy limestone

27 640 000  a  b  c 
Icon hand shower 
53/4" face
spray: rain
chrome/frosted granite

21 cb1a



With its versatile, ergonomic design and a choice of up to five luxurious spray patterns, the 
Movario hand shower brings all the benefits of a spa to the convenience of your bathroom. 
Thanks to its 360º RotaHead, Movario can also be used as a shower head or body spray for the 
ultimate in convenience and comfort. Featuring GROHE DreamSpray® technology, the Normal 
spray gives a full-bodied effect for a refreshing blast while the Champagne spray is a soft, 
aerated option with millions of tiny air bubbles for a gentle spritz. Jet spray is a vigorous pattern 
that stimulates the skin; for a more intense experience the Massage spray is a must. Even 
better – Rain spray will envelop your body with a soft caressing motion.

The Movario shower head turns your daily shower into an extraordinary experience. Movario 
shower heads are available with all of the same spray pattern options as Movario hand showers 
and both feature GROHE’s patented SpeedClean® anti-lime system as well.

To complete the “perfect” shower environment, Movario body sprays offer “all-over” water 
coverage.

GROHE 
MOvaRiO®

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch® GROHE WaterCare™

Accessories
see page 142
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28 522 000 
Dual body spray
spray adjustable: normal, eco
(chrome only)

28 528 
Massage body spray
spray adjustable: normal, massage
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

28 521 
Movario 5 shower head with 
integrated shower arm, 311/16" face
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet, 
massage, champagne
000, BE0, EN0

28 448 
Movario 5 shower head
311/16" face
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet, 
massage, champagne
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

28 445 
Trio shower head 
311/16" face
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet
000, EN0, 00E, ENE 
GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

28 574  a   
Shower set 5
36" bar
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet, 
massage, champagne
000, EN0

27 207  a  

Shower set Trio
36" bar
spray adjustable: normal, massage
000, EN0

28 441  a   
Trio hand shower
311/16" face
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet
000, EN0, 00E, ENE 
GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

28 444  a   
Movario 5 hand shower
311/16" face
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet, 
massage, champagne
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0



Whether you need to freshen up mid-morning or unwind after a stressful day at work, Relexa 
Ultra shower heads, hand showers, and body sprays – featuring GROHE DreamSpray® 
technology – will take care of all your showering needs. With its slimline silhouette, and 
ergonomic styling, Relexa Ultra combines cool looks with exciting features. A choice of five 
different spray patterns allows you to select your ultimate combination to restore and rejuvenate 
your body. The advanced GROHE CoolTouch® technology creates a thermal barrier between the 
hot water and the surface of the hand shower. This prevents the finish from cracking and ensures 
it’s never too hot to handle.

All Relexa Ultra shower products feature GROHE’s patented SpeedClean® anti-lime system.  A 
firm wipe of the hand is all that is needed to loosen lime and calcium deposits to maintain “like-
new” performance.

GROHE 
RElExa® UltRa

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch® GROHE WaterCare™

Accessories
see page 142
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27 070 
Massage body spray
spray adjustable: normal, massage
000, EN0, ZB0

28 894 000 
Champagne hand shower
311/16" face
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet, champagne
(chrome only)

28 917 
Shower set 5 
36" bar
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet, massage, 
champagne
000, EN0, ZB0

28 897 
Hand shower 5
311/16" face
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet, massage, 
champagne
000, EN0, ZB0

28 793 00E 
Trio hand shower
311/16" face
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet

GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

27 069 
Shower head 5 with integrated shower arm
311/16" face
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet, massage, 
champagne
000, EN0, ZB0

27 068 
Shower head 5
311/16" face
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet, massage, 
champagne
000, EN0, ZB0



Whether you need to wake up or unwind, our Relexa shower line – featuring GROHE 
DreamSpray® technology,  delivers. This line features a variety of shower heads, the popular 
Deluxe Champagne shower head, and hand showers. The popular Top 4 model included in 
Relexa hand showers and shower heads features four distinct, tightly controlled spray patterns 
for truly satisfying showering: an all-embracing wide spray; invigorating needle jets; a vigorous 
pulsating massage spray; and the effervescent, soothing champagne spray. Relexa body sprays 
offer regular spray and low-profile, Euro-look adjustable spray models. With the exception of 
the newly redesigned Relexa Deluxe Champagne shower head, all Relexa products feature the 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system. GROHE CoolTouch® technology ensures that our hand showers 
never become too hot to hold.

GROHE 
RElExa®

Basin mixer
19 342 000

Finish
Chrome

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch® GROHE WaterCare™

Accessories
see page 142



27 530 000 a 
Deluxe shower head, 51/16" face
spray adjustable: wide champagne, 
narrow champagne, wide rain, 
needle jet
(chrome only)
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a

28 617 000 
Top 4 shower set
24" bar
spray adjustable: wide, jet, 
champagne, pulsator
(chrome only)

28 644 000 
Dual shower set
24" bar
spray adjustable: wide, jet
(chrome only)

28 287 000 
Adjustable body spray
spray: normal, jet
(chrome only)

28 342 000 
Non-adjustable shower head
spray: normal
000, EN0
00E, ENE 
GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

28 273 000 
Pulsator shower head
31/4" face
spray adjustable: wide,  pulsator
(chrome only)

28 197 000 
Top 4 shower head with
integrated shower arm, 31/4" face
spray adjustable: wide, jet, 
champagne, pulsator
(chrome only)

28 275 000 
Top 4 shower head
31/4" face
spray adjustable: wide, jet, 
champagne, pulsator
(chrome only)

28 179 000 
Top 4 hand shower
31/4" face
spray adjustable: wide, jet, 
champagne, pulsator
(chrome only)



Purism at its best…the striking geometry of the new GROHE Euphoria Cube and Sena Cube 
shower designs combine pure squares with elongated flat surfaces to create balanced 
minimalist style that blends perfectly with the new Eurocube faucet line.  Add to these GROHE’s 
new Essentials Cube bath accessories line and you can have a complete, perfected 
Cosmopolitan bathroom.

The hand shower with its elongated rectangular cube styling and the shower heads with their 
square, flat designs are the heart of GROHE’s “cube” shower offering. Additionally, Euphoria Cube 
offers a matching wall union, hand shower holder, and hand shower bar. 

GROHE 
EUpHORia® CUbE / SEna® CUbE

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch®

Accessories
see page 142
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NEW

NEW NEW NEW

NEW

NEWNEW

27 705 000 
Euphoria Cube
6" face
shower head 

27 891 000 
Euphoria Cube
shower set

27 708 000 
Euphoria Cube
wall union

27 480 000 
Sena Cube
81/2" face
shower head

27 892 000 
Euphoria Cube
24" shower bar

27 693 000 
Euphoria Cube
wall mount hand shower holder 

27 888 000 
Euphoria Cube
hand shower



Like nature, GROHE strives for design perfection – reducing the unnecessary to ensure beauty 
with reason. The new Euphoria hand shower illustrates this through its ergonomic design. The 
extended handle flows seamlessly into the spray face, surrounding it with an elegant ring of 
chrome.

Intelligently engineered to reduce water consumption, GROHE DreamSpray® distributes the 
water evenly to every nozzle for an unparalleled showering experience. This technology is 
supplemented by an eco function, allowing the user to reduce the amount of water used by 
up to 20%. For extra safety at high temperatures, GROHE CoolTouch® technology ensures the 
handle never becomes too hot to hold, while GROHE StarLight® chrome guarantees a pristine 
finish for years to come.

GROHE 
EUpHORia®

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch® GROHE WaterCare™

Accessories
see page 142



27 493 000  a  b 
Mono hand shower, 45/8" face
spray adjustable: normal
27 265 00E (1.5 gpm)
27 809 000 (2.0 gpm)
GROHE WaterCare 

27 545 000
Mono shower head, 45/8" face
spray: normal (chrome only)
27 270 00E (1.5 gpm)
27 810 000 (2.0 gpm)
GROHE WaterCare

27 492 000 
Cosmopolitan shower head, 65/16" chrome face 
spray: rain
(chrome only)
27 808 000
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm
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ba  

27 239  a  b 
Massage hand shower
45/8" face
spray adjustable: normal, eco, massage
000, EN0

27 238  a  b 
Hand shower
45/8" face
spray adjustable: normal, eco
000, EN0

27 246 
Shower head
45/8" face
spray adjustable: normal, eco
000, EN0

27 400 000 
Cosmopolitan hand shower
spray: wide
(chrome only)
27 806 000
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm

28 233 000 
Shower head
65/16" face
spray: rain (chrome only)
27 807 000
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm

27 247 
Massage shower head
45/8" face
spray adjustable: normal, eco, massage
000, EN0



GROHE 
EUpHORia®

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch® GROHE WaterCare™

Accessories
see page 142



NEW NEW

27 243 001  a  b 
Shower set (3 spray patterns)
24" bar
spray adjustable: normal, eco, 
massage
(chrome only)

27 266 00E  a  b 
Shower set (1 spray pattern)
24" bar
spray: normal
(chrome only)
GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm
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27 421 000
Wall mount diverter shower system
1711/16" 45º swivel shower arm
includes shower head 
and hand shower
(chrome only)

27 242 001  a  b 
Shower set (2 spray patterns)
24" bar
spray adjustable: normal, eco, 
(chrome only)



Minimalism is all about paring something back to its purest form and that’s just what we did to 
create Sena – a pure, slender shower, designed for those who believe less is more. The alluring, 
cylindrical design offers a Normal spray that’s both relaxing and invigorating. And even though 
this is our simplest design in terms of detailing it’s still packed with our GROHE DreamSpray® 
technology and is a stunning example of our GROHE StarLight® finish. This sleek, functional 
column is the magic wand of showers. 

GROHE 
SEna® / vERiS™

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch®

Accessories
see page 142



27 185 
Veris hand shower
spray: wide
000, KS0, LS0
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28 341 
Sena hand shower
spray: wide
000, BE0

28 389 000 
Adapter elbow for 28 341, 27 185
(required when used with hand shower holder 
or shower bar)
(chrome only)

28 305 000 
Sena non-adjustable shower head
spray: normal
(chrome only)



GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

The Tempesta shower head and hand shower have been built to withstand the rigors of day-to-
day, year after year use. Tempesta features a wide 31/2” spray face to create a very satisfying 
shower with maximum water coverage and no empty or “dry” spots.

SpeedClean® nozzles prevent the build-up of limescale while GROHE’s CoolTouch® technology 
creates a thermal barrier to isolate the surface of the hand shower from the hot water passing 
through it. Tempesta incorporates the benefits of GROHE DreamSpray® technology and an 
innovative silicon ring wraps around the edge of Tempesta’s shower face to minimize damage to 
your bath tub or shower pan if you drop it. Tempesta offers superb showering enjoyment at an 
unbeatable price.

GROHE 
nEW tEMpESta™ 

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch® GROHE WaterCare™

Accessories
see page 118



NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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27 575 000 a
Cosmopolitan hand shower IV
31/2" face
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, 
rain, massage, jet
(chrome only)

28 421 001 a
Hand shower IV
31/2" face
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, 
rain, massage, jet
(chrome only)

27 608 000 a
Authentic hand shower IV
31/2" face
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, 
rain, massage, jet
(chrome only)

27 571 00E a
Cosmopolitan hand shower II
31/2" face
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, rain
(chrome only)
GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

27 597 00E a
Hand shower II
31/2" face
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, rain
(chrome only)
GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

28 419 001 a
Hand shower III
31/2" face
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, rain, massage
(chrome only)

27 591 000 
Cosmopolitan shower head IV
4" face 
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, 
rain, massage, jet
(chrome only)

27 606 000 
Shower head IV
4" face 
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, 
rain, massage, jet
(chrome only)

27 610 000 
Authentic shower head IV
4" face 
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, 
rain, massage, jet
(chrome only)



NEW NEWNEW NEW

GROHE 
nEW tEMpESta™ 

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch® GROHE WaterCare™

27 577 000 
Cosmopolitan shower set IV
24" bar
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, 
rain, massage, jet
(chrome only)

28 436 001 
Shower set IV
24" bar
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, 
rain, massage, jet
(chrome only)

27 598 00E 
Shower set I1
24" bar
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, 
rain (chrome only)
GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm

27 578 00E 
Cosmopolitan shower set II
24" bar
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, 
rain (chrome only)
GROHE WaterCare – 1.5 gpm
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27 519 000
24" Authentic shower bar
(chrome only)

27 523 000 
24" shower bar
(chrome only)

27 521 000
24" Cosmopolitan shower bar
(chrome only)

27 609 000 
Authentic shower set IV
24" bar
spray adjustable: GROHE Rain O2, 
rain, massage, jet
(chrome only)



GROHE's collection of Rustic Shower products are an effortless blend of traditional styling and 
the latest in GROHE engineering.  Perfect for an Authentic bathroom scheme, the softly fluted 
design harkens back to the era of classical design.  

Equipped with GROHE DreamSpray® technology, the collection is available in the luminous shine 
of GROHE StarLight® chrome as well as polished nickel, brushed nickel and oil rubbed bronze to 
complete your traditional shower.

GROHE Rustic sHOwERs: 
RainSHOWER® / RElExa® / EUpHORia®

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch® GROHE WaterCare™



28 737 000 
Euphoria Rustic shower head
51/16" face
spray: normal
27 811 000
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm
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27 140 000 
Rainshower Rustic shower set
24" bar
spray adjustable: rain, jet, laminar
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

27 142 
Relexa Rustic shower set 5
24" bar
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet, 
massage, champagne
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

27 125 
Relexa Rustic hand shower 5
315/16" face
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet, 
massage, champagne
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

27 129 
Rainshower Rustic hand shower
5" face
spray adjustable: rain, jet, laminar
000, BE0, EN0

28 375 
Rainshower Retro shower head
8" face   I   spray: rain
27 823
GROHE WaterCare – 2.0 gpm
000, BE0, EN0,ZB 0

27 130 
Rainshower Rustic shower head
61/4" face
spray adjustable: rain, jet, 
champagne, laminar
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

27 126 
Relexa Rustic shower head 5
41/16" face
spray adjustable: normal, rain, jet, 
massage, champagne
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

28 383 000 
10" Retro shower arm
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0



GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

Add a new level of freedom to your showering experience with Freehander. Its ingenious design 
enables you to switch from the showerhead to body spray position in one easy movement thanks 
to its pivoting shower arm. Two manually adjustable rotating showerheads, featuring GROHE 
DreamSpray® technology, offer a choice of two different spray settings – Normal, for cool 
refreshment or soothing relaxation; and Massage, to relieve tense muscles after a workout at the 
gym. It also incorporates Stop and Eco functions, saving both water and energy. So whatever 
your showering needs, Freehander gives you the freedom to choose.

GROHE 
FREEHandER®

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight®

Thanks to its ingenious design, Freehander 
can simply be turned from an overhead 
shower to a side shower. 
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27 007 000  a 
Freehander shower system
(chrome only) 



Nothing highlights the concept "Enjoy Water" like a luxurious shower panel. The exciting mix 
of a hand shower and/or shower head and large body sprays - all with GROHE DreamSpray® - 
guarantees the ultimate showering experience. Simply select the desired water temperature and 
the built-in thermostat will do the rest. The convenient Aquadimmer controls water volume and 
the various combinations of shower outlets, perfect for an invigorating shower in the morning or 
a relaxing one at the end of the day. Feeling good has never been so easy.

GROHE sHOwER sytEms 
aMERa® / aqUatOWER® 3000, 2000, 1000

GROHE features: 
SpeedClean® anti-lime system

GROHE DreamSpray® GROHE StarLight® GROHE CoolTouch®
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27 014 000 
Amera 
shower system
green-hued tempered glass
with chrome fixtures

27 010 000 
Aquatower 3000 
shower system
brushed aluminum / chrome/
matte chrome

27 018 000 
Aquatower 2000 
shower system
brushed aluminum / chrome

27 016 000 
Aquatower 1000 
shower system
brushed aluminum / chrome



Our selection of shower accessories enhance your GROHE DreamSpray® experience. From 
shower bars, soap dishes and shower arms, to wall unions and hoses, you have all the items 
needed to complete your showering environment. 

GROHE 
SHOWER aCCESSORiES

GROHE StarLight®

28 819 
36" shower bar
001, EN1, ZB1
28 797 
24" shower bar
001, EN1

28 398 
36" shower bar
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0
28 723 
24" shower bar
0000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

28 620 000 
24" shower bar
(chrome only)

28 549 
Accessory tray
(for use with 28 398, 28 723, 
28 797 and 28 819 shower bar)

07 247 
Shower bar extension (use with 
28 819 / 28 797 shower bar.  
Allows Rainshower hand held to be 
used in an overhead position)
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0



NEW
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28 169 000 
24" shower bar
(chrome only)

28 666
24" shower bar
000, EN0

28 151 000 
59" Relexaflex non-metallic hose 
(chrome only)

28 417 
59" twist-free metal hose
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0
28 025 (69") 
000, ZB0

28 409 000 
59" twist-free non-metallic hose
(chrome only)
28 410 (69")
28 413 (79")

28 105 000 
59" metal hose
(chrome only)

28 143 
59" Duralife metal hose
000, KS0, LS0
28 145 000 (79")  
(chrome only)

28 364 000 
59" SilverFlex hose
(silver only)
28 388 000 (69") 
27 137 000 (79") 

28 856 
Soap dish
(for 28 666 shower bar)
000, EN0

28 631 000 
Soap dish
(for 28 620 shower bar)
(chrome only)



GROHE 
SHOWER aCCESSORiES

GROHE StarLight®

27 197 
Veris wall union
000, KS0, LS0

27 188 
Veris wall mount hand shower 
holder
000, KS0, LS0

28 459 
Wall union
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

28 627 
Wall union
000, EN0

28 672 000 
Wall union
(chrome only)

28 484 
Wall union 
with hand shower holder
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

28 629 000 
Wall union 
with hand shower holder
(chrome only)

28 403 
Wall mount hand shower holder
000, EN0, ZB0

28 622 
Wall mount hand shower holder
000, EN0

28 401 
Adjustable wall mount 
hand shower holder
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

28 623 000 
Adjustable wall mount 
hand shower holder
(chrome only)

28 418 000 
Shower arm mount, 
hand shower holder/union
(chrome only)



NEW

NEWNEW
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27 414 
55/8" shower arm
000, EN0

28 036 000 
Shower arm diverter
(chrome only)

27 486 000 
Rainshower 6" ceiling shower arm
with square flange
(chrome only)

27 487 000 
Rainshower 12" ceiling shower arm
with square flange
(chrome only)

28 535 
6" cast brass shower arm
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

27 412 
65/8" shower arm
000, EN0

27 217 
Rainshower 6" ceiling shower arm
000, EN0

27 492 
Rainshower 12" ceiling shower arm
000, BE), EN0, ZB0, KS0, LS0

NEW

27 489 000 
Rainshower 12" shower arm
with square flange
(chrome only)

27 710 000 
Eurocube 11 1/4" shower arm
(chrome only)

28 577 
Rainshower 12" shower arm
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0

28 540 
Rainshower 16" shower arm
000, BE0, EN0, ZB0, KS0, LS0



custOm 
SOlUtiOnS
Splish, splash, it certainly is more fun than a bath. A GROHE Custom Shower is an elegant indulgence that 
can be enjoyed everyday. After all, you deserve it! GROHE shower products are specifically designed to turn a 
simple shower into a shower ”environment” built to your individual tastes, needs and lifestyle.  Imagine being 
able to create your very own tailor-made shower – body sprays positioned to your own height or maybe you like 
the idea of a two-person shower, which is one of the latest trends in custom shower design. Whether you enjoy 
hand showers, shower heads, or body sprays...whether you prefer hard needle jets, soft bubbly champagne 
sprays, or an invigorating, soothing pulsator...whether you like a hot 102° shower or a cool 91° shower...you can 
have it all with a GROHE Custom Shower. If you can dream it, GROHE can make it happen.

Custom showers (or multiple-head showers as they are sometimes referred to) have been a cornerstone of the 
GROHE line for many years.  In fact, GROHE was among the first to promote the concept over 20 years ago.

Before you start planning your custom shower there are a few important things you should consider to ensure 
your new shower will work efficiently and be a pleasure to use.

How many showers can I combine?

Grohe's extensive range of products can all be combined in numerous ways to accommodate your custom 
shower. Do you require one or two hand showers? How many body sprays would you like, and where do you 
want to position them? Perhaps you would prefer one large overhead shower surrounded by lots of body sprays. 
The combinations are limited only by your imagination. Keep in mind, however, that your two restrictions are 
your water pressure and the maximum flow rate of the thermostat – your GROHE expert will be able to help you 
add up the flow rates of each individual shower piece and check that the total does not exceed the maximum 
capacity of the thermostatic valve.

Which thermostat should I choose?

You should always use a GROHE thermostatic valve, for a safe and comfortable shower. Again, a GROHE shower 
expert can advise you on the best model to suit your requirements.

What about the drain?

It may seem obvious, but the more water your shower flows the larger the drain required. It could be that you'll 
need two drains to cope with the amount of water that needs to be carried away.

Will I have enough hot water?

This is determined by the capacity of your hot water tank. Check that your tank is big enough to handle the amount 
of hot water you'll need. There is no point in having a large number of water outlets if there's nothing but cold 
water after a couple of minutes. Make sure your water heater output is sufficiently matched to your showering 
habits.

How do I control all of the outlets?

Custom showers are generally designed with separate volume (on/off) controls for each outlet or bank of outlets. 
Typically, one for the showerhead, one for the hand shower and one for the body sprays.
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GROHE RAPID SL  
Dual Flushing 
system
inspireD solutions For sanitary ware. 

Create a streamlined contemporary bathroom with our range of concealed installation flushing systems. 

Lifestyle changes and technological advances have transformed the bathroom from a purely functional 
space into the most indulgent and exciting room in the house. Our desire to create a space that is both 
relaxing and hard working has led us towards more streamlined bathing spaces, where only the beautiful 
and key pieces are on show. Our range of sanitary systems allows you to create the bathroom of your 
dreams, by offering a choice of quick and secure ways to fix wall-mounted sanitary ware and a number
of advanced flushing solutions. 

Contemporary spaces 
Wall-hung sinks and toilets lend an up-to-the-minute contemporary look and are now the preferred 
choice of style-conscious homeowners, supplanting the cumbersome pedestal basins and close-coupled 
toilet tanks of old. Visually, even the smallest of bathrooms will appear larger because the floor area is 
clear; and with no awkward corners to trap dirt, cleaning is quick and easy. 

Choice and flexibility 
Whatever the size and shape of your bathroom, with Rapid SL you‘re no longer restricted to four walls. 
Thanks to our versatile frame system, the layout and design choices for your new bathroom are endless – 
the only limit is your imagination. Mid- and full-height walls can be introduced not only to ‘zone’ wet  
and dry areas but to provide additional space for basins and bidets.

Simple installation 
Whether you are planning a new project or modernizing your existing bathroom, our Rapid SL frame 
system ensures hassle-free bathroom installation. Frames can either be built into stud walls or placed 
in front of a brick or stud wall – so there‘s no need to spend time and money hacking off old tiling. 
The frame is simply secured in place during the construction or refurbishment of your bathroom and 
concealed behind a wall. 

Design and technology 
As with all our products, Rapid SL offers a host of other benefits. Our concealed cisterns are 
unbelievably quiet, and this is enhanced when the cistern is fixed to an installation frame rather 
than the wall. They can be fitted with either dual or single flush plates designed to complement  
our faucet collections – choose a dual flush model and you can save water by flushing with a reduced 
water volume. 
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Press the Eco button  
and flush with a reduced  

three-litre volume.

Press the large button 
and flush with the  
entire water volume.

Choose dual flush technology and use up to 50 % less water.



The Rapid SL system gives you the freedom to design your ultimate bathroom by providing a 
secure and quick method of installing wall-hung toilets. 

Each frame comes pre-assembled with sanitary ware fixings and is subject to stringent testing – 
our toilet frames are tested to hold 880 lbs (400 kg.)

GROHE RAPID SL 
installation systems
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38 749 001 
Flushing system 
for wall hung toilets 
3.9 ft. installation heght

38 553 001 
Flushing system 
for bidets 
3.9 ft. installation heght



GROHE actuation plates complement our faucet collections and will enhance your next bathroom 
project.  Designed to work with our Rapid SL flushing system, they feature GROHE EasyConnect 
– a single pneumatic hose for fast installation – and can be retrofitted to a different style if 
desired.

Mounted vertically or horizontally, to suit their surroundings, GROHE actuation plates benefit 
from dual flush technology and use up to 50% less water. Our dual flush plates let the user 
decide how much water to use to flush the toilet. Pressing the large button will release all 1.6 
gallons (6 liters) of water. Pressing the Eco button, flushes with a reduced 0.8 gallons (3 liters) 
reduced volume.

GROHE RAPID SL 
actuation plates

GROHE StarLight®
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38 732 
Skate Cosmopolitan
Actuation Plate (vertical or horizontal installation) 
61/8" x 73/4" (156mm x 197mm)
000, P00, SD0, SH0
(for SD0 horizontal application, use 38 776 SD0)

000
StarLight® Chrome

P00
Matte Chrome

SD0
Stainless Steel

P00
Alpine White

ba

38 505 (vertical applications)
38 506 (horizontal applications) 
Skate Air
Actuation Plate 
61/8" x 73/4" (156mm x 197mm)
000, P00, SH0

38 861 
Surf
Actuation Plate 
61/8" x 73/4" (156mm x 197mm)
000, P00, SH0

38 771 000
Eau2 Dual flush air button
(allows button to be fitted in any 
360º orientation)
43 553 000
Surf cover plate (use with 38 771)

38 862 
Skate
Actuation Plate 
61/8" x 73/4" (156mm x 197mm)
000, P00, SD0, SH0

38 765  a b 
Nova Cosmopolitan
Actuation Plate 
61/8" x 73/4" (156mm x 197mm)
000, P00, SD0
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 GROHE Ondus®

 GROHE Ondus® Veris

 GROHE Allure

 GROHE Tenso®

 GROHE Eurocube®

 GROHE Essence®

 GROHE Concetto® New

 GROHE Eurodisc® Cosmopolitan

 GROHE Eurostyle® Cosmopolitan

 GROHE Eurosmart® Cosmopolitan

 GROHE BauLoop®

  

 GROHE Atrio®

 GROHE Talia®

 GROHE Arden™

 GROHE Europlus®

 GROHE Eurosmart®

   

 GROHE Kensington®

 GROHE Bridgeford™

 GROHE Geneva™

 GROHE Somerset™

  GROHE Seabury™
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GROHE Showers

Designing your bathroom can be a highly personal experience.  Everyone’s needs and desires for 
the perfect shower to match a mood, a time of day, or a hygienic need are completely individual.  

However, to help guide the process of designing your new bathroom, we offer suggestions for 
which of our GROHE bath lines are well-suited, from a design perspective, to match with our 
wide range of shower lines.

Enjoy your new bathroom!

GROHE 
Bathroom anD shower proDucts 
Design guiDe
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